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Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, September 12, 19'77
Milerray Ledger & Times
Per CopyIn Our 98th Year
Cornerstone Laid At New
Masonic Lodge Here Sunday
The cornerstone of Murray Masonic lodge No. 105 was officially laid in
ceremonies Sunday afternoon at the lodge on Hwy. 121 N. At left, James D.
Bucy (foreground) designer and budder of the lodge and lodge member,
and Pete Farley, master of the local lodge, put the finishing touches on the
cornerstone. Below are members of the Grand Lodge of Kentucky who
participated in the ceremony. They are, left to right, George Effenger, past -
Grand Master and acting Senior Warden; Joe McClanahan, Grand
Secretary; Max Sills Weatherford, district deputy Grand Master; Robert
Moyer, Grand Master Henry Wilson , past Grand Master and acting
Chaplain; Jack Hodges, deputy Grand Master and Barter Shelton, Grand
Junior Warden. Not pictured but also participating in the ceremony was
4Bill Cate, Grand Marshal
Staff Photos by Gene McCutcheon
Local Civitans Attend
Regional Meet Recently
Eight members of the Murray
Civitan Club attended a regional
meeting of Civitan International at
Gatlinbarg, Tn. , on 3eptzmber 841.
Presiding over the Kentucky section
of the convention was Coffield Vance,
Murray, Governor of Kentucky District
of Civitans. The Murray Civitan Club
received an All District Award and the
Best Attendance Award.
The Kentucky Civitans presented to
retiring Governor Vance the Governors
Award for 1976-77. J.H. Nix, Murray,
received a special award for his service'
as Lieutenant Governor for 1976-77.
Wayne Williams, Murray, was
presented the coveted Honor Key
Award by Governor Vance and also an
award for his service as secretary-
treasurer for the Kentucky District of
Civitans during 1976-77. In the election
of officers for Kentucky Civitans for
1977-78 Williams was elected as
Sergeant at Arms at the State level.
The Murray Civitans attending the
five state regional convention were
Coffield Vance, Frances Vance, J.H.
Nix, Audie Mae Nix, Larry Dunn,
Wayne Williams, Elbert Thomason,
, John Emerson. Also attending were
Mrs. Lilly Williams, Mrs. Rowena
Emerson, Mrs. Mary Thomason, Mrs.
Shirley Dunn, Mr. and Mrs. Prentice
Dunn and Lori and Cindy Dunn.
CIVITANS—Wayne Williams, seated, was presented the Civitan Honor
Key award and elected as state sergeant at arms for 1977-78 at the regional
meeting of Civitan International held at Gatlinburg, In. Other Murray
Civitan Club members attending were, left to right, J.H. Nix, John Emerson,
incoming Murray president, Coffield Vance, outgoing State governor, and ,t
Elbert Thomason, outgoing Murray president.
inside today 
One Section — 12 Pages
AP columnist Sy Ramsey examines the workings
of the Legislative Research Commission in its
efforts to get a constitutional revision approved by
the voters of Kentucky and a news analysis on
today's Opinion Page, page 4.
The Purcells, father Bennie and sons Mel and Del,
had a field day at the state hardcourt tennis
tournament at the MSU courts this weekend. For a
report on the tourney, as well as Murray State's loss
to Delta State Saturday and other sports news, see
today's Sports Section, page 11 and 7.
partly cloudy
Partly cloudy and mild today
and tonight with widely scattered
afternoon and evening
thundershowers, high today in
the low 80s. Low tonight in the
mid to upper 60s. Mostly cloudy
with a good chance of
thundershowers Tuesday, high in
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Calloway County Grand Jury will,
begin hearing evidence this afternoon
marking the start of what Judge James
Lassiter calls "an unusually busy"
September circuit court term.
Docketed for the 12-member grand
jury is a murder case, rape case, plus a
number of other burglary and drug-
related cases, according to
commonwealths attorney Ron
Christopher.
Grand jurors will be investigating the
June shooting death of Wayne Duncan.
Alin°, Christopher said:
The September grand jury includes
Carol Jean Sims, Durwood Potts, Orvis
Hendricks, Vanda Gibson, Alvah
Galloway, Jerry McCoy (forethan
Mrs. Glen Sills, L.J. Hendon, Burton
Gee, Raymond Matheny, O.L Cain Jr
and Wayne Hardie.




The deadline for filing to run for
office in the November general elect ior
is Wednesday, Sept. 14 according
County Clerk Marvin Harris.
Persons wishing to file for electR,
office should make sure there papc•
are properly filed prior to the deadl
Harris pointed.
Street Signs And
Begin Session Today Gas System Talked
By Hardin Council
HARDIN—New city street signs and
potential new gas utility customers for
this south Marshall County town are
expected in the near future, city
councilmen learned in a town board
meeting here last week.
Well have street signs put up for all
city streets and eventually have the
houses numbered," Hardin City Clerk
Cress Gardner reported. "We have a
problem here, with the ambulance
service especially in locating where the
people live," Gardner added.
Gardner said the signs are city-
funded and are the culmination of a
study that began some months ago.
The city also will begin adding new
gas customers, according to Gardner.
-We have some people who have
discontinued the service, plus the
school building t "old" Hardin.
Elementary) burned," Gardner said.
Gardner indicated the senior citizens
center, which burned in August, used a
considerable quantity of natural gas.
The city clerk said the "waiting list"
of potential gas customers in Hardin
numbers about 15. "Some have been on
it a long time," Gardner said.
Hardin gas customers participated in
a gas conservation program during the
Winter of 1977. "As far as usage we
came out real good last winter even
with the cold weather, Gardner said.




WASHINGTON ( AP) — The Justice
Department's criminal fraud division is
studying a new report by the
comptroller of the currency which
reportedly shows that Bert Lance
widely used bank-owned aircraft for
family and political purposes.
A spokesman for, the Justice
Department confirmed Sunday that the
division had received the study. But he
said its referral was routine and did not
necessarily indicate there would be any
prosecution.
President Carter, meanwhile, was
said to be considering the




The 20th Annual Jackson Purchase
Historical Society fall trip will visit
Logan and Warren Counties of
Kentycky this year.
Highlights of the Saturday, October
22 event, will include tours through
historic Russellville, taking in sights
such as the bank robbed by Jesse
James; and a tour of Shakertown at
South Union, where a box lunch will be
served, a ccording to Dr. Ray Mofield,
publicity director.
The afternoon tour will feature a visit
to the Kentucky History Museum at
Western Kentucky University; a tour of
the historic Old Hobson House; and the
culmination will be an evening banquet
at the Claudia Sanders Dinner House
atop Baker Hill in Bowling Green. Dr.
and Mrs. Hunter Hancock will serve as
tour directors.
Reservations must be received by
Secretary Miss Margaret Heath, 1202
Joe Cresson Drive, Benton, 42025, on or
before October 12. If all bus seats are
not filled by that time, traveling
members will have their checks
returned. Non-members will be
accepted and checks held for possible
cancellations. Please provide corirect
mail address. No refunds after October
12 unless a replacement is available or
obtained, Mofield said.
A bus will leave Paducah at 6:30 a.
m.; the Mayfield bus station at 7:10 a.
m.; and Murray bus station at 7:50 a.
m.
Jerry Estes, president of the Logan
County Historical Society and
newspaper publisher Al Smith, 'are
expected to be on hand to guide the
Russellville portion of the tour. Sites
noted in the history of Andrew Jackson
and Henry Clay will be seen.
South Union is the site of the second
largest of the Shakertowns in
Kentucky, the other being at Pleasant
Hill. Their furniture, seeds, and
livestock were eagerly sought, and
their running water system was one Of
the marvels of thasearly 1800's, Mofield
said.
conference which almost certainly
would be focused on the financial
affairs of his budget director, including
the question of whether Lance should
-Press Secretary Jody Powell said
today no final decision has been made
on whether to put- off the session,
originally scheduled for Wednesday.
But he indicated the President may
want to wait until Lance completes his
testimony scheduled to begin Thursday
before the Senate Government Affairs
Committee.
In Lance's native Georgia, the
president-elect of the American
Bankers Association said today that the
Lance affair "is casting a pall over the
banking industry. . . it may give
banking a black eye if it goes
unchallenged."
A. A. Mulligan, in a speech prepared
for the National Bank Card Convention
in Atlanta, said he doesn't know if
Lance actually has done anything
wrong, but some of the alleged activitea
"are clearly not typical of banks in this
country."
"I see red whenever I hear anyone
dismiss the allegations about
overdrafts and improper disclosure
about loans as being 'just typical
business practices," Mulligan said.
School Board Sets
Special Meet Today
Murray Independent Board of
Education is scheduled to install
Thomas Rushing to fill the unexpired
term of Kenneth Humphreys in a
special board session this afternoon.
The city school board is also set to
review bids for a 1977 Head Start van in
the 5:15 meeting.
Rushing, 40, Murray, will replace
Humphreys, who is moving out state,






Department has lodged additional
charges against a Route 1, Dexter man
in connection with a Friday night raid
that netted authorities some 186 cans of
beer.
According to deputy Ted Alexander
Ron King, Route 1, Dexter, is charged
with carrying a concealed deadly
weapon following the Friday raid at the
Route 1, Dexter, residence of Earl
Gordon. Authorities charged Gordon
with possession of alcohol in a dry
territory.
Alexander said King is currently free
on a $1,000 bond following arrest
warrants Monday.
Area Citizens Review Health System Plan
Interested citizens and professionaLs
in the health care field met with the
Purchase Subarea Health Council and
representatives of the Kentucky Health
System Agency-West (KHSA-West last
week for a public review of Western
Kentucky's first Health System Plan
(HSP).
The HSP is a statement of goals and
objectives of the Health Care Delis er
System for the next five years It
demonstrates needs, identifies
problems, suggests solutions and
quality health care, a spokesman said
All Health System Agencies receive
conditional designation from the
Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare for at least the first twelve
months of operation. Certain
requirements, including the adoption of
an HSP, must be satisfied prior to full
designation as a Health System
Agency.
Contest several of the goals and
points in the plan, Dave Leasure.
adminstrator of Fulton Hospital, began
the group's discussion. Commenting on
the reporting of statistical health data.
his concern over privacy of health
education, and the gross amount ,4
paper work involved in health care.
Leasure stated that the plan constituted
"duplication and unnecessary pap. r
work." .;
"Hospital costs," said 'Rau
"have been 'attributed to mandat,
legislation by federal or strit,
government. Wage and hour Lcok •
workman's compensation,
unemployment compensation. .. I these
are some of) the reasons hospital cost
has gone up, and it legislation ) has
imposed greater impositions on
physicians' by doubling their paper
work over the past ten years."
When questioned as to the necessity
of the document and the expense
incurred by taxpayers by some of the
processes involved in the health care
system, Robert 0 Miller, Calloway
County Judge and chairman of the
board of Directors for KHSA-West,
stated,- that when taxpayers begin
questioning what they are paying for,
"Congress is very receptive to wanting
to be sure that utilization of rates,
proper admissions, proper lengths of
hospital stay. . . are effective
throughout the whole spectrum" of
health care systems.-
''It is a beautiful sickness plan,"
commented Dr. Clem Burnett, a
Mayfield physician, • 'but very little has
been .said about health. The object of
health systems'. should be to make
people so well they don't need
,physicians," and concluded Burnett, "I
would like to see future emphasis on
prevention of health probems."
In response, Robert Reed, chairman
of the Purchase Subarea Health
Council. explained that the annual
See HEALTH




MEMBERS HONORED—Plaques wert presented to all charter members at a recent meeting of the Purchase
Subarea Health Council. Honored for their service and dedication during the first year for the Council were the
following members: Dick Boyd, Will Shadoan, Cromer Amett, Charles Geveclen, R.9. Miller, R. L Cooper (Secretary),
Hal Houston, Harold Beaman, Ray Dunn (Vice Chairman), Dave Dubrock, Pat Owen, Mary E. Thomason, Dan
Voegeli, Nancy lames, Roe Rumfelt, Ralph Fenton. Charles Baugh, Dave Deal, Sam Gray, Robert Jackson, Stanley
Hopkins, Joe Bohn, Jerry Morris, Jolene Ross, Ray Moefield, Robert Reed (Chairman), John Hornsby, Connie McVoy,
lidian Steele, Earl Freeaor, Chester Walters, William Jackson, and Marshall Nemer.







Women v. ill meet at the home
of Mrs. Roy Graham at seven
p. m. with Mrs. Edd Glover in
charge of the program.
Rangers and Rangerettes of
'WOW will have a skating
party at the Lynn Grove rink
at 630 p. in
First Baptist Church Ac-
teens will have a get
acquainted Coke party at the
recreational hall at 7:30 p in.
Sigma Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have a
salad dinner at the club house
at 6:30 p. m.
Baptist Young Women of
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet at the home of Vicki
Kloke, 40512 North Fourth
Street, at seven p.m.
Calloway County
Democratic Executive
committee will meet at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord
at 6:30 p. m. Call Z. C. Enix or
1;arue Sledd for information.
: Cordelia Erwin Circle of
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church will meet at
seven p. m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at




Robertson School PTA will
meet at the school cafeteria at
seven p.m, for an open house
and orientation.
Students and former
students of the Adult Learning
Center at Murray State
University will have its third'
annual reunion and potluck
supper at seven p. m. in Room
228 of Roy Stewart Stadium.
Mattie Bell Hays Circle,
First United Methodist
Church. will meet at seven p.
ni
Calloway County Band
Boosters are scheduled to
meet at seven p. m. at the
high school.
Tuesday, September 13
Circles of First United
Methodist Church will meet as
follows: Alice Waters at the
church, Bessie Tucker with
Mrs. Glenn C. Ashcraft, 1608
Magnolia, and Maryleona
Frost at the church, all at 9:30
a.m., and Faith Doran in the
senior youth room of the
church at two p.m.
Golden Circle Sunday
School Class and Betty Sledd
Mission Group of the
Memorial Baptist Church will
have a joint meeting at 6:30
p.m.
St. Leo's Women's Guild
membership tea will be at one
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Tuesday, September 13
Groups of First Christian
Church CWF will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. John
Querterrnous at eleven a.m.
for a potluck with program by
Mrs. Oren Hull; IV with Mrs.
H. B. Bailey, Jr., at 7:30 p.m.
with program by Miss
Rebecca Dublin.
First Baptist ' Church
Women will have el week of
prayer program in the
basement of the church at 9:30
p.m.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: II with Mrs. Edgar
Morris at ten a.m. and III with
Mrs. Edgar Pride at two p.m.
Recital by several of the
Murrat State faculty mem-
bers performing solo and
ensemble numbers will be at
8:15 p.m. at the Farrell
Recital Hall of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center, MSU. No
admission and public is in-
vited.
Freed Hardeman
Associates will meet at the
University Church of Christ
Annex at seven p.m.
Jessie Ludwick Circle of
First Presbyterian Church
will meet with Mrs. Olis
McNelis at 1:30
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: New
Providence with Beth Falwell
at one p.m. and Countryside
with Dinah Westerman.
Ruth Warren Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Women will meet with Grade
Holland.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
Dexter Center.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at 7:30 p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p.m.
Murray Quota Club will
meet at the Triangle Inn at
twelve noon.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by the Senior
Citizens with devotion at 10:05
a.m., quilting and work on
bazaar 'at 10:30 a.m., sack
lunch at noon, and band
practice at one p.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist
Church WMU will meet at 1:30
p.m. at the church.
Reservations for ladies day
luncheon on Wednesday at the
Murray Country Club should
be made with Mrs. Donald
Hughes by today.
Wednesday, September 14
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at one p.m. at the Hazel
Community Center.
Arts and Crafts Club will
meet at the home of Mrs.
Edna Holland, 1614 Keenland,
at 2:30 p.m.
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: South
Pleasant Grove with Mrs.
Clovis Jones at 1:30 p.m., and
Pottertown at Colonial House
Smorgasbord at ten a.m.




are moving to a new location
305 South 8th St.





daughter of Mrs. Barbara
Ramsey of Murray and the
late Ewin Ramsey, became
the bride of Jeffrey Dowdy,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Russell
Dowdy, Sr., also of MurraY;•in
an afternoon summer
ceremony in the sanctuary of
the Brooks Chapel United
Methodist Church„:
The Rev. Aaron Dowdy,
brother of the groom, per
formed the double 4.ring
ceremony. Mrs. Tommy Scott,
organist, and Miss Melanie
Morris, soloist, presented a
program of nuptial music.
Vocal selections included "Let
It Be Me," "More," and "The
Lord's Prayer."
Centering the altar was a
heart-shaped brass can-
delabrum with a brass can-
delabrum on each side. A vase
of spring flowers was set on
each side of the altar. Pink
satin vows marked the family
pews. A unity candle and
kneeling bench were used.
Both mothers lighted a candle
prior to the ceremony.
Bride's Dress
The bride was escorted to
the altar by her brother, Eddie
Ramsey, and given in
marriage by her mother. She
was lovely in her formal gown
of peau-de-soie combined with
chantilly lace which was
designed princess style. The
dress featured covered but-
tons down the front to accent
the princess style, a roll collar
tss Candace Ramsey And
Mr. Dowdy Married Here
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Dowdy
with a pointed neckline, and
long sleeves. The dress was
designed by Mrs. Shelda
Keeling, cousin of the bride,
and by the bride's mother.
Her Juliet style headdress
Was attached to the veil of silk
illustion edged with chantilly
lace and accented with tiny
seed pearls. .She carried a
bricyl bouquet of pink roses,
pixielcarnatiOns, and baby's
breath,
Miss Terri Erwin was the
maid of honor. The
bridesmaids were Miss Carla.
Ramsey, " twin sister of the
bride, and Miss Robin Dowdy,
sister of the groom. The flower
girl was Miss April Woods,
niece of the groom.
The attendants' dresses
were floor length style
designed of pink and white
eyelet. They each carried a
single long stem pink rose.
Carl Kelleker was the best
man for Mr. Dowdy. The
groomsmen were Larry
Zacheretti and Ralph Dibble.
They wore burgundy tuxedoes
with pink shirts.
The ringbearers were
Master Jason Eric Ramsey,
brother of the bride, and
Master Jason Woods, nephew
of the groom.
Mrs. Ramsey, mother of the
bride, chose to wear a mauve
floor-length dress, and a
corsage of white carnations.
The Iroom's mother, Mrs.
Dowdy, wore a mint green
_ floor-length dress, and had a
•
purse corsage of white car-
nations.
Presiding at the register
was Miss Cornelia Jackson,
cousin of the bride. The table
was adorned with sweetheart
rose.
Reception
Following the ceremony the
'reception was held in the
fellowship hall of the church.
; The bride's table was
. overlaid with a beautiful hand-
made cloth of double knit
accented with ruffles at the
bottom and with pink satin
bows. The cloth was designed
by Mrs. Mary Jo Mitchell,
aunt of the bride. Centering
the table was a beautiful
bouquet of spring flowers.
The three tiered wedding
cake topped with a miniature
bride and groom statuette was
garland with greenery.
Punch, nuts, mints, and cake
were served.
Serving the guests were
Arafy Jo Mitchell, Donna
Downing, Cindy Wiley, Emma
Ramsey, and Julia Harrell.
Miss Lisa Gardner and Miss
Amy Downdy, nieces of the
groom, handed out rice bags
during the reception.
The couple left later for a
wedding trip to the Great
Smoky Mountains National
Park with the bride wearing a
peach pantsuit and the cor-
sage from her wedding
bouquet.
Mr. and Mrs. Dowdy are
now residing in Murray.
Your Individual
Horoscope
 Frances Drake 
FOR TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 1177
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 28) griA
You now have a chance to
capitalize on some of your finest
gifts, two being adaptability
and a spirit of enterprise. But
keep reins in check. Don't be
overly aggressive.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) tika*
Personal matters may be
troubling you. Review them
calmly, c6npletely. Perhaps
you are overemphasizing
certain angles. There is no real
need for anxiety.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) 111140.
Excellent Mercury in-
fluences! Get into the spirit of
things and do your utmost to




(June 22 to July 23)
Curb a tendency toward
impulsiveness. Make no hasty
judgments and don't jump to
unwarranted conclusions or you
could make serious errors.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
You are always ambitious,
and this day will open new areas
in which to profit by your know-
how. Results may not be im-
mediate, however, so be
patient.
GO 
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
You may be indecisive now,
' not knowing which wir, to turn,
but don't wait for "inspiration"
to help you. Get going and let
.past procedures guide you.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Ant
You may run into some
unexpected situations. Be
resolute in your own interest,
but bend if "the occasion











suggestions carefully: Do not
accept merely because they
sound good."
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Jupiter influences now
stimulate the imagination and a
spirit of adventure. You can
makt this a big day if you will
go all out in effort.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) VW
You may face . some
resistance, obstacles you had
not anticipated, but you can find
ways to skirt them. Mostly, it
Will depend upon your per-
ception and good reasoning.
AQUARIUS 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. =.4-A
Look below the surface for
leads Which will help you to
solve problems, get ahead




(Feb. 20 to Mar. 211) Xt r
Especially favored now:
maritime interests, scholastic
matters, research, all pursuits
which stimulate the intellect.
Arki;
YOU BORN TODAY are an
extremely determined,
progressive and energetic in-
dividual; are endowed with both
business acumen and creative
talents; are more gifted in
leadership qualities thah many
others of your Sign and, withal,
have an affable, almost jovial,
personality and a delightful
sense of humor. When choosing
a career, either literature or the
'theater may appeal to you
greatly and both are splendid
outlets for your talents. But you
could also carve outstanding
niches in the worlds of law,
science, education,
statesmanship or engineering.
Traits to curb: hyper-
sensitivity, moodiness. !lir-
thdate of: John J. Pershing,
Commander-in-Chief, World
War I; Theodore Roosevelt, Jr.,
former Gov. of Puerto Rico;
Sherwood Anderson, author,
playwright-
Your Ears Pierced FREE
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Wednesday Night is Italian Night at Jerry's! (With Daily Specials All Week)
On Wednesday Night, our whole restaurant goes ltlian. Cheerful Italian decorations. Zesty
Italian music. Waitresses in Italian costume. A special Supper Italiano menu. (Kids under 12 eat at
low Bambind prices.) And if you miss Wednesday; we've got daily specials all week. So bring the family,
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(4-10 p.m. Every Wednesday Night)
PIZZA STYLE CHOPPED STEAK










MEAT BALL$. A heaping plate 




of teree„spachett, with Meat ' . ,_ -s i 1  , ' (.......,iy.? . ri
!' 
f
Balls and Mild Italian Sauce Served
with Grilled Italian Bread Sale3d and *--",------
Vegetable choce. $235
Join us at Jerry's this Wednesday for Italian Festival. 77. or
daily for our Daily Specials... Mamma Mi.. /Elsa Good!
Specials Good 11 am. — 10 p.m. Daily. All Italian
Festival suppers and Daily Specials available Sept. 6,
through Oct. 23, 1977. RESTAURANTS
ITALIAN SAUSAGE with Green L*3.0.stes
Italian Sausage with Rich Tomato Sauce,
served' with a heaping piate







6 Chopped Steak with
Grilled Italian Bread, and
Tossed Salad wifhthoice
of Dressirig. $1.99
Spaghetti with Meat Sauce — Hearty platter
of Spaghetti with mild Italian Sauce. Served
with Grilled Italian Bread and Salad with









The Murray branch of the
American . Association of
University Women will meet
Tuesday, September 13, at
6:00 p.m. in the Home
Economics Lounge, Applied
Science Building, Murray
State University for a potluck
supper and business session.
AAUW membership is open
to any woman who holds a
baccalaureate degree from a
regionally accredited college
or university in the United
States.
The Association supports
four ongoing interest areas —
Education, International
Relations, Cultural Interests,
and Community Interests. Its
main goals are securing equal
opportunities for women in
education, -industry, govern-
ment, and the professions;
strengthening the cause of
higher education; monitoring
and influencing local, state,
and federal legislation; and
building individual and group
responsibilities for a unified
society. •
'4AUW was founded in 1882
with the idea that through
association, women college
graduates can make sub-
stantial intellectual and
cultural contributions. Today,
the Association has 190,000
members in every state, the
District of Columbia, Puerto
Rico,,arid Guam. The AAUW
Educational Center in
Washington, D. C. houses the
national staff offices and a
specialized library. The
Association also belongs to the
International Federation of
University Women which links




fellowships and grints each
year to women for graduate
and postdoctoral work and
research studies. It also
supports public service
projects, pilot studies, and
publications.
Anyone desiring additional
information about AAUW may




"Wine-Up" for the members
of the Women's Tennis
Association of the Murray
Country Club will be held
Wednesday, September 14, at
10:30 a.m. at the club.
Plans for the ladies' tennis
trophy dinner for Thursday,
September 22, at 6:30 p.m. at
the club will be discussed.
Reservations at $3.50 per
person for the caterred dinner
should be made with the
captains.
The ancient Greeks believed
poplar trees weep tears of
resin because they were
originally three girls weep-
ing for their dead brother.
Hello, stranger
Searching for answers to all those who/what/where
questions about your new city?
As your WELCOME WAGON Hostess, it's my job to
help you get over the hurdles of being a newcomer.
By bringing you some useful gifts. Community info.
Advice on reliable businesses in your new neighborhood.
And more.
A WELCOME WAGON call should be one of the very










A delicious Steak that
will melt in your moutil We serve
it 'szlin hot with your choice













By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I am a 22-year-old woman living alone in
an apartment and I need a roommate to share expenses.LA 16-year-old boy wants to be my roommate. We work
together. His parents kicked him out of the house because
he did lousy in school, and he needs a place to live.
What worries me is this: If the boy moves in with me,
will I get in trouble because he is a minor and I am an
adult? And even it I don't get in trouble with the law, do
apartment owners have the right to know whether a
couple is parried or not?
I'm having my doubts because of this kid's age. Please
help.
SECOND THOUGHTS
DEAR SECOND: At the risk of sounding like a broken
record, if you are concerned about your "rights" and "the
law," consult a lawyer. (The laws differ from state to
state.) You are wise to have second thoughts. A 16-year-old
boy who was kicked out by his parents because he did
"lousy" in school would probably make a lousy roommate.
DEAR ABBY: My sister-in-law (I'll call her "Nancy") has
just had her second miscarriage in two years. Of course we
fell very sorry for her because she has no children and she
wants a. child very much.
The problem, however, is Nancy's mother (my
mother-in-law ). She has asked everyone in the family not
to talk about their children or even mention "babies" in
front of Nancy because it might upset her.
Two of us in the family are pregnant right now, and this
request seems ridiculous to me. She has even said that out
of consideration to Nancy, if there are going to be any baby
showers, they should be done "quietly" so Nancy won't
know about them.
I would like your opinion on this.
BABY BLUES
DEAR BLUES: Nancy's mother may mean well, but
she's protective of Nancy to the point ot being unrealistic.
Of course you shouldn't allow the subject of babies to
dominate the conversation in Nancy's presence, but you
also shouldn't go to ridiculous extremes to shield her.
DEAR ABBY: How can I tell my friends that it's in poor
taste to question a divorcee about her "ex"? After 24 years
of what everyone )including me) thought was a good
marriage, my husband ran off with another woman. That
was two years ago, and people still ask me, "What do you
hear from Lester?"
What do they expect me to hear from him?
Just before our daughter was married last June, people
nearly drove me crazy, asking, "Is her father going to give
her away?" And, "Did you invite 'him' and his new wife to
the wedding?"
Abby, I'm not the kind of person who can tell people off,
but I'd sure like to know how to respond to questions I hate
to answer.
LIBRA
DEAR LIBRA: You are not obligated to answer a
question just because it's asked. If you feel that the,
question is in bad taste, simply say, "I'd rather not tall,
about it"—then change the subject.
CONFIDENTIAL TO YOU: I have just written a
booklet titled, "HOW TO BE POPULAR: YOU'RE
NEVER TOO YOUNG OR TOO OLD." If you feel left out.lonely or wish you knew how to get people to like you, this
booklet is for you. Send El plus a long, self-addressed.stamped 124 cents) envelope to ABBY: 132 Lasky Dr
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personalreply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
Golf, Bridge, Lunch
Planned, Ladies Day.
The women of the Murray
Country Club will hold their
regular ladies day activities
on Wednesday, September 14,
with Edith Garrison as golf
hostess, and Ruth Kennedy
and Juliet Wallis serving as
bridge hostesses.
Luncheon will be served at
noon with Janna Hughes and
her committee in charge.
Luncheon reservations should
be made with Mrs. Hughes by
Tuesday.
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9:10 — Toni Hopson, Betty
JitulsPeurdom, and Frances
9:20 — Dorothy i ke,
Euldene Robinson, Anna
Mary Adams, and Cathrn
Garrott.
Tee No. 4;
9:00 — Alice Pur dom.
Louise Lamb, Mickey
Phillips, and Rebecca Irvan
9:10 — Rowena Cullom.
Mary Watson, Kitty Freeman.
and Run! Wilson.
Tee No. 7:
9:00 — Mary Belle Overt 




wishes to play will be pair
the tee.
Golf winners for Septc:
7 were: Championship
Betty Jo Purdom, me,.
and Toni Hopson, runn.,
first flight, Cathryn (Ion '





Witmedalist, and Ruth %k -
runner-up. Frances Hulse
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Let's Stay Well By F-J L Blasingane MD
lmyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis
Not the Same Disease as Polio
0. Ms. N. D. writes that
her 43-year-old uncle has
enjoyed vigorous health
for years but has become
paralyzed gradually. He
has a disease, "ALS,"
about which she knows lit-
tle. His physicians are not
hopeful about his case. She. 
asksfor comment.
A. Your uncle has a rela-
tively rare but serious dis-
ease with a long name,
atnyothrophic lateral scle-
rosis, often referred to as
A I S.
The cause of the disease
is unknown. Therefore, the
treatment is largely to re-
lieve symptoms. The aver-
age case terminates in
death in two or three
years. Some laymen re-
gard this disease as a sort
)f chronic form of infantile
paralysis or polio.. They
are unrelated. Polio is due
to a virus abj:I preventable
by a vaccine.
For some unknown rea-
son, the nerve cells in the
brain and spinal cord that
supply muscles die out,
i:radually giving paralysis
of the affected muscles in
S cases.
The signs and symptoms
depend on which muscles
are involved. Varying
amounts of paralysis of the
irtio and legs may occur.
Sometimes, the limb mus-
1Ivose Women
hold Dinner
The Women of the Moose
met at the lodge hall on
Thursday. September 1, for
the purpose of enrolling four
candidates — Lou Ann Travis,
Shirley Paschall, Lena Flood,
and Florence Gorde.
Officers and chairmen were
in their stations for the open
meeting. A covered dish
supper was served after the
enrollment and a large crowd
was on hand for the dinner.
1.111 Cooper won the door
prize.
Donna Cunningham, senior
regent, has been in the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital for a few days
recovering from bronchitis.
The next meeting will be
held Thursday, September 15.
des may become tight or
spastic. Such disability is
not life-threatening and
can be helped by physical
therapy, such as heat and
limited exercise of the re-
maining muscles. Medi-
cine is not significantly
beneficial. Death of the
nerves which supply mus-
cles needed in breathing or
swallowing is more critical
and usually offers a poten-
tial threat to life.
Many years ago, this
disease received wide pub-
lic attention because it
crippled and later killed
the famous 'iron man' of
baseball, Lou Gehrig, first




been formed to promote
further research and edu-
cation regarding ALS. Ad-
ditional information may
be obtained by writing to
the Amotrophic Lateral
Sclerosis Society, 12011
San Vincente Blvd., Suite
350, Los Angeles, Califor-
nia 90049.
THE PILL AND SEX-
UAL DESIRE
Q. Mrs. B. I. wants to
know if taking the Pill will
increase her sexual desire.
The Pill is composed of
'sex* hormones, but sex-
ual desire and carrying out
sexual intercourse are too
complicated to expect hor-
mones to be contributing
. factors of significance.
However, the Pill offers
considerqble assurance
that pregnancy will not
result from having sex
freely and without other
protection: This assurance
helps a srmnan to relax and
be relatively free of the
fear of pregnancy. These
conditions can assist in her
enjoyment of sex and may
increase her sexual desire.
Poplar Spring Will'
To Hold Programs
The Poplar Spring Baptist
Church WMU will observe the
week of prayer for state
missions with special
programs on Tuesday, Sep-
tember 13, Thursday, Sep-
tember 15, and Friday, Sep-
tember 16, all at 1:30 p.m., and
on Sunday, September 18, at
six p.m. all at the church. ,
Louise —Short, week of
prayer chairman, urges all
members and interested
persons to attend these
programs to learn about the
mission work in the state .of
Kentucky.
Four thousand pounds of
rose petals are needed to pro-
duce one pound of oil of








Ai Blue Cross and Blue Shield and Delta
Dental of Kentucky. were concerned
about the cost of health care. That's why
day after day. year after year. we work
with doctors, hospitals and other provider%
to hold down costs.
• But there's another equally important
means of holding down health care costs.
You kcause how you take care of your-
self directly affects the cost of health
care f‘q all of us.
In the long run. good health habits are
the best form of health care... and the
least expensive. So make a pledge. Stan
your own health care program today.
There is no better health care plan than
your own good health care habits. With all
of us helping each of us. we cad maintain
quality health care at the lowest
possible cost.
Write us for information on quality
health care plans. Blue Cross and Blue
Shield and Delta Dental of Kentucky
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I wide Report Ii % tio,land I ails and Itolicri
Abandoning
Korea
WASHINGTON - The same Carter
administration document that con-
templates losing one-third of West
Cermany to a Soviet attack contends
that removing U.S. troops from South
Korea gives Washington "flexibility" to
determine whether or not to intervene
against Communist invasion from the
lorth.
Pit NI , Presidential RevielA
Memorandum 10. a top secret inter-_
azency. study of U.S. force structures.
dso is gloomy about holding the South
::orean capital of Seoul against in-
. ,Aing North Koreans today. Even with
t • S. air and naval intervention and U.S.
• roops still stationed in South Korea.
:he stud) suggests Seoul cannot be held.
All this contradicts President Car-
ter's assurances that his decision to
remove the 2nd U.S. Infantry Division
10es not undercut the U.S. commitment
iii South Korea. It also undermines
-urrent military doctrine based on the
-etention of Seoul as a necessity. Thus.
.outh Koreans face the same problem
is the West Germans: shall they
believe public pronouncements of U.S.
leaders or private documents of their
staff experts?
The administration's claim that
PIIN1-10 merely discusses options is
simply untrue. Just as PRM-10 states
• - that present allied forces could not hold
one-third of Germany, its disturbing
comments on Korea are based on
conditions before and after the U.S.
troolfpullout. not on any option.
"Once the U.S. land forces are out of
Korea," says PRM-10, "the U.S. has
transformed its presence in Asia from a
land-based posture to an off-shore
aosture. This. provides the U.S.
lexibility to determine at the time
.shether it should or should not get
involved in a local war."
The document goes on to reveal an
unpublicized reason for removing the
2nd Division: to give Washington the
choice of whether or not to intervene.
With the troops gone, says PRM-10,
the risk of automatic involvement
hich was a major factor in removing
:and forces from Korea I is minimized.
However, should the U.S. decide to
entervene. military forces would be
readily available."
Even with the 2nd Division still on
station and the U.S. supplying "initial
or and naval support at 11)-Day," PRM-
10 spins a grim scenario: "If the North
Koreans were to achieve tactical
surprise, it is possible that they could at
least temporarily attain their most
likely major objective — the capture of
Seoul."
While predicting North Korea could
not win "a sustained combat," it
IIEARTLIN
HEARCEINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
ans%er questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE. 114 E.
Dayton St.. West Alexandria, Ohio
45,381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies. but you must include a'
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
siost useful replies will be printed in
*is column.
.HEARTLINE: I recently had some
teeth pulled and the dentist failed to
remove the roots. Now I have to have
surgery. I called my local Social
Security office and they told me that
Medicare's medical insurance will not
pay for it. Is that correct? I am 80 years
old and have only used Medicare twice.
— C. P.
. A. Medicare Part "B" medical
islisurance) will not cover root-canal
sUrgery. It will pay only for surgery of
the jaw and related facial structures or
tie resetting of fractures of'the jaw or
tidal bones. It will not pay for regular
dental care. ,
For people on Medicare, Heartline
has developed "Heartline's Guide to
Medicare." This book has been com-
pletely updated and is written in easy-
tb-understand, question-and-answer
fbrin. It includes a complete ex-
plonation of Medicare's Part "A" and
an explanation of • reasonable• 
Charges" and a sample Medicare claim
corm with instructions on how to fill it
out.
To order your copy, send $1.50 to
"Ileartline's Guide to Medicare," 114
E. Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio,
45381. This book is completely
iwaranteed. Please allow six weeks for
delivery.
HEARTLINE: I am 66 years old and
collect Social Security and ;10 a month
in Social Security insurance. I am
separated from my husband and he
sends me $140 a month alimony.
My husband will, be 62 years old soon
a d has hi own business. Will I be
ble to 'collect from his Social
Security then? — C. M.
A. Your husbaand has to be drawing
his Social Security benefits before you
can draw on his work record.
When your husband starts drawing
his benefits, you are then eligible to
draw on your own record and wife's
benefits on his work record. However,
you can draw on your own record anth
wife's benefits only if you own
unreduced benefit is less than one-half
of your husband's unreduced benefit. In
that case, only the difference in the
benefit payable is paid from your
husband's record.
HEARTLINE: Do you have any
information about the Natioanl
Association of Older Americans? — T.
J.
A. The National Association of Older
Americans 1NAOA ) is a group designed
to aid older Americans and amke the
country a better place for them to live.
The NAOA publishes a monthly
newsletter and offers a prescription
drug plan that gives substantial savings
on its members' drug bills.
For' a free brochure explaining the
NAOA in detail, write "Headline-
NAOA," 114 E Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. Please enclose
a long, self-addressed, stamped en-
velope.
An AP News Analysis
predicates this on major U.S. help.
•'With the U.S. contributions of land and
carrier based tactical air assets and
material support, it would appear that
the U.S. and ROK Republic of Korea,
would prevail against North Korea in
the longer term, but with possible
initial setbacks — including perhaps
the fall of Seoul."
Without U.S. help, the situation is
desperate, according to PRM-10: "The
level of forces which could be brought
to bear at the front on 11)-Day would
generally favor North Korea over the
ROK in all categories.. The ROK has
widely spread infantry forces with
limited mobility and vulnerable stocks
of war material."
The document implies a return to the
old U.S. strategy of keeping allied
troops away from the DMZ and instead
falling back on Seoul. Now-retired lt.
Gen. James Hollingsworth changed
•that when he took command nearly four
years ago, contending the North
Koreans wanted to capture Seoul
quickly and then start debilitating
peace negotiations. So, allied strategy
changed to a forward defense of Seoul.
Such a defense requires Korean
confidence in U.S.preadiness to supply
indispensable airpower. South Korea
long has worried that its defense pact
with Washington provides a less
automatic U.S. response to invasion
than does the NATO treaty. President
Carter's July 25 letter, sought to
reassure President Park Chung Hee
that the U.S. troop pullout does not
mean "any change whatsoever in our
comrnitme9t."
PRM-I0 undercuts all of South
Korea's expectations. While em-
phasizing that only U.S. air and naval
intervention could stop an invasion, it
now makes that intervention a matter
of choice rather than automatic
response.
After our column reported the PRM-
10 assessment of a Soviet attack in
Central Europe, a senior West German
army officer secretly visited
Washington to find the truth. In-
terviews with 30 people, the general
said, left "not the shadow of doubt in
my mind" that the column was ac-
curate despite White House denials.
South Korea's generals may now begin
a similar process with hopes that the
answer will be more reassuring than
the findings of their German colleague.
Bible Thought
Blessed be the kingdom of our
Father David, that coineth in the
name of the Lord: Hosanna in the
highest. Mark 11:10.
The hopes of history took on
meaning when Jesus Christ came
Isn't It The Truth
A beautiful woman with catch-me
eyes, come-hither ankles and built-in
excitement is one of Nature's fortunate
creatures. Unlike a can opener, a hair




C Taking No Chances
On Constitution Revision
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - They
laughed in 1975 when the idealists and
the intellectuals predicted that
Kentuckians would vote for an overhaul
of the state's court system.
Even the Legislative Research
Commission, which is supposed to keep
close tabs on such matters, was stunned
when the proposed amendment passed,
and legislative committees had to
crank up quickly to cope with making
the changes.
This far it's the proposed revision of
Kentucky's 1891 constitution that's
supposed to be swamped by organized
opposition, the innate conservatism of
voters and the formidable 291,785 yes
votes necessary for passage, in an off-
year election
But the LRC is taking no chances. It
has assigned a staffer, Mary Helen
Wilson, to devote full time to the topic.
It also has just published two reports
she compiled.
One is "A Citizen's Guide to the
Kentucky Constitution"— 117 pages
plus 38 additional pages reprinting the
constitution itself.'
The other is "A Perspective of
Constitutional Revision us Kentucky,"
. containing 64 pages.
The LRC, comprising the bipartisan
General Assembly leadership, is not
supposed to take sides in a controversy.
*if says it merely is dispensing
information on proposed revision, and
is especially sensitive these days—with
accusations of bias already made by
anti-revisionists.
One value of Mrs.Wilson's
perspective report is that it tells what
would happen if Kerituckians approve
changing the constitution.
This would be the timetable if
passage should occur Nov. 8:
—The 1978 General Assembly would
pass enabling legislation' i for the
meeting of a constitutional convention
and election of deletates.
—The delegates would be elected
Nov. 8, 1978.
—The convention would meet within
90 days after that.
—Sometime in 1979, after proper
notice, Kentuckians would vote again,
this time on the proposed constitutipn.
—In 1980, the General Asseffibly
would draw up the statutes to the new
constitution.
This entire process began in 1974
when the legislature voted to approve
"taking the sense of the people on
calling a constitutional convention."
The 1976 legislature essentially had to
go through the same process again.
..Thus, from the first proposal to the•
final statutes would theoreVally take
six years.
Those are the bare bones. If there
really is a constitutional convention,
according to the LRC account, it would
have to meet in Frankfort.
There would be 100 delegates, the
same number as‘ there are state
representatives.
The delegates would be elected from
legislative districts. They would have to
be at least 24, citizens of Kentucky,
residents of the state for at least two
years, and residents of their districts
for at least one year:
The precise time they would convene
would be set by the 1978 General
Assembly.
Traditionally, the governor calls such
a convention to order and delivers an
address. Then president takes over
ancl the work is done by committees
appointed by him..
"Public hearings are held, research
is conducted and issues are debated,"
Mrs. Wilson said. "The committees
prepare reports to the convention which
again debates and filially votes on the
committee recommendations."
After the convention the revised
constitution is submitted to voters for
approval.
entlteksThus, K vote not only on
whether to hold the revision convention,
but on whether. to adopt its finished
proiluct.
•
"Let's just forget about human rights during the ceremony--"
Looking Back
10 Years Ago
An advisory committee has been at
%krk since April 3, it was learned
toda, to find some way'to realize the
potential ffom a cooperative program
bet een the Murray ,City Schools and
the University School.
Richard W. Farrell, head of the Fine
Arts Department at Murray State
ersity, is the new president of the
Murray Civic Music Association suc-
cftding the late George Hart who
served as president for nine years.
Naths reported include Robert
Pete I Hughes, age 62.
James G. Jordan, son of Merritt
Jordan and the late Annie Gatlin
Jordan, has been promoted to the rank
of Major while serving with the Army
at-Fort Gordon, Ga.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Eldrid Jones on September 10.
20•Years Ago
Dick Sykes has a document signed by
j H. Johnson, major of the 14th Inf.
Regiment, which signifies that his
grandfather, W. H. Ford/ had been
granted permission to return to his
home following the Civil War. The
document was dated April 10, 1863.
Bro. Robert Usrey has been named as
minister of the Green Plain Church of
Christ.
The Rev. Orville Easley will be the
evangelist at the revival meeting at the
Lynnville Methodist Church, according
to the Rev. Lawrence Rickert, pastor.
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Edwards of Dexter
will observe their golden. wedding
anniversary on September 15.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Phillips of Detroit.
Mich., are the guests of his mother,
Mrs. Flora Phillips, and his sister, Mrs.
Muncie Clark and Mr. Clark.
30 Years Ago
Audrey Simmons, owner of the
Murray Livestock Company, notified
the Ledger & Times that the stock
quarantine in Calloway County has
been lifted. This was from anthrax that
had broken out in neighboring counties.
Lt. Corn. Hugh L. Oakley, head of the
Industrial Science Department,
Murray State College, and Lt. George
E. Overbey, Murray attorney and state
seliator-elect from this district, left
today for Newport, R. I., to participate
in a two weeks Inter-Fleet Exchange in
the Atlantic Ocean. They are tfoth
members of the U.S. Naval Reserve.
Principals of the Calloway County
High Schools include W. B. Miller,
Almo, Dees Roberts, Hazel, Ralph
White, Kirksey, Buron Jeffrey, Lynn
Grove, and Edward Curd, New Con-
cord.
Elected as worthy matron was Edna
Parker and as worthy patron was A. G.
Walton for the coming year by Murray
Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star.
New officers of the Arts and Crafts
Club are Mrs. Mayme Randolph, Mrs.
L. E. Owen, Mrs. Charles Farmer, and
Miss Mary Shipley.
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Murray Ledger & Titnat Editor
Later this month we understand the
Carter Administration will divulge
what is advertised as the most
sweeping tax overhaul proposal by any
President since the introduction of the
federal income tax in 1913. This
advertising -naturally raises
expectations, although one prudently
lowers them. upon realizing that it has
been presidential habit for the past
quarter of a century to talk up "tax
overhaul" only to muck up the tax
system later.
And one lowers expectations still
further upon reflecting on the
particulars, so far as they can be
discerned, in the proposed Carter
overhaul. The plan is not sweeping
overhaul in the sense needed, namely,
one that scraps the old system and
builds a new one from scratch on the
principles of simplicity, equity, and
efficiency. Rather, the plan seems to
keep the same old tax structure. It nods
toward simplicity, turns its nose toward
efficiency, and grabs eagerly at equity
to justify a claim to be the most
sweeping tax overhaul ever.
Obviously, equity by itself won't
justify anything of the sort, certainly
not equity as the Carter Administration
seems to understand it. Apparently the
program will propose, for example,
that the distinction between capital
gains and ordinary income be
abolished. The full amount of a capital
gain, instead of half as now, would be
taxed at regular rates. At work here is
an assumption that equity requires
investment income to be treated
exactly like a paycheck. In a United
States without inflation, equity might
require such equal treatment, but today
surely equity requires a treatment of
..capipal gains that allows for the bites of
infMtion.
Looking further, we find that the
Carter Administration isn't much of a
stickler anyway about taxing all
income. the same. Apparently it will
propose to tax capital gains on personal
residences in the old way. The principle
at work here is that it is good to make a
profit on your home, but bad to make
one on commercial property or in the
stock market. In other words, it's good
to be a homeowner, bad to be a
businessman.
If there seems in these two proposals
more demogoguery than equity, the
impression is confirmed upon finding
that the tax deductions now allowable
for executive lunches and other
business expenses are to be abolished.
Never mind that the revenues from
these sources would be_negligible; the
symbol of "fairness" to the lunch-pail
worker is what the Administration is
after.
Indeed, more than anything else,
symbolism is what the Carter
administration is after throughout the
proposals so far floated — symbolism
that would please populists, but hardly
withstand rigours analysis. This
symbolism, we should add, is
paramount despite how the "most
sweeping tax overhaul ever" would
affect the Administration's goal of
balancing the budget. The resultant $5
billion to $15 billion in net revenue
reduction implies that the
Administration is looking for ways to
cut an equivalent amount in federal
spending. But budget reductions are not
in vogue at the White House.
Nor, to put it another way, is genuine
tax reform. Already government takes
entirely too much of the Gross National
Product. Unfortunately, Mr. Carter in
just eight months in office already has
proposed new federal spending on
energy, social security, welfare, etc. —
well more than $100 billion.
We dearly would like to be surprised
later this month by a tax package that
would give us the most sweeping tax
overhaul since 1913, and indeed the
right kind of one. But from first
appearances, and from knowledge of
the burdensome taxes already
proposed, genuine tax reform \ is dot
only not in reach, but fast receding.,
Today In H4tory By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. September 12th,
the 255th day of 1977. There are 110 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1944, the first
American troops reached German soil
in World War II.
On this date:
In 1814, American forces successfully
defended Baltimore against the British
in the War of 1812.
In 1869, the National Prohibition
Party was organized in Chicago.
In 1943, during World War II, dictator
Benito Mussolini was rescued by
German paratroops from a hotel at
Lake Bracciano in Italy, where he was
being held prisoner by the Italian
government.
In 1945, General Douglas MacArthur
had the secret Black Dragon Society
dissolved in Japan and many of its
leaders were arrested.
In 1953, Senator John Kennedy of
Massachusetts married Jacqueline Lee
Bouvier in Newport, Rhode Island,
In 1970, Palestinian guerrillas blew
up three hijacked airliners on tht
Jordan desert.
Ten years ago: Governor Ronald
Reagan called for a sharp escalation of
the war in Vietnam.
Five years ago: Israel warned that it
would strike at Arab guerrillas with all
its force and skill.
One year ago: Chinese leaders
gathered in Peking for the funeral of
Mao Tse-Tung.
Today's birthdays: Former Olympic
track star Jesse Owens is 64 years old.
Publisher Alfred Knopf is 85.
Thought for today: The rotten apple
Apoils his companion — Benjamin
Franklin.
WRITE A I.F.TTElit
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encooraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
doulrle-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.
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Mrs. Jack Winter and Mrs. James Hart are serving Dr. and Mrs. Donald Hughes at the "Buffet Busse"
staged Sunday evening at the University Branch of the Bank of Murray for Murray Civic Music
Association Workers.
A capacity crowd filled the (Toning room of the University Branch of the Bank of Murray and enjoyeda Russian buffet prepared under the direction of Can McDaniel, a new MCMA board member.
Buffet Russe Kicks Off MCMA Season
The Murray Civic Music Association
Board of Directors kicked-off their 19th
season Sunday with a buffet honoring
the workers who will be canvassing
West Kentucky and West Tennessee,
September 12th through tile 16th,
selling subscriptions to the five
concerts which have ben booked by the
Association.
The gala evening carried a Russian
theme inasmuch as the first attraction
of the season will be the Soviet
Georgian Dancers, who will be
appearing Sunday, October 9th in
Lovett Auditorium.
The invited guests heard remarks
from the association president, Jack
Winter, and vice president for funding,
Betty Lowry, as they enjoyed Russian
punch served by Mrs. Jana Hughes and
Mrs. Jackie Overbey in the lobby of the
University Branch of the Bank of
Murray.
Having received their instructions,
the enthusiastic campaign workers
were then invited to the dining area of
the bank where they enjoyed a dinner of
stroganoff, beets a la Rusae, and cheese
and fruits. The candlelit room was
filled to capacity and the guest were in
a festive mood as they listened to
dinner music provided by Earl
ByasseClr. at the piano.
In addition to Soviet Dancers,
Murray Civic Music Association will
present The Louisville Orchestra on
Sunday, October 30,1977; Andre Watts,
Staff Photos by Gene McCutcbeon
Mrs. A. C. Lafollette, Mrs. Donald Hughes and Mrs. Harlan Hodges are ex-
cited over the attractions being brought to Murray under the direction of the
MCMA. This organization has developed a reputation of bringing.pnly top-
quality attractions to Kentucky.
pianist, on Friday, January 27, 1978;
Pittsburgh Ballet on Monday, March 6,
1978; and Clanuna Dale, soprano, on
Tuesday, April 11,1978.
As in' the past, the reciprocal
agreement with the Paducah
Community Concert Series will permit
local members to attend those concerts.
The membership campaign will have
its headquarters at the Bank of Murray
during banking hours this week. No
tickets will be sold after September
16th.
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Overbey, Jr., discussed the exciting new
season with the guests atm will be selling season subscriptions to
MCMA. Mrs. Overber is a new MCMA board member and helped in
the planning of the gala evening.
URRAY CIVIC MUSIC ASSOCIATION
Vice-president for funding Mrs. C. C. Lowry discusses plans for the
season with Jack Winter, president of MCMA.
Dr. and Mrs. James C. Hart are long-time supporters of MCMA and
they anxiously await the arrival of Andre' Watts and Gamma Dale.
Both of these outstanding talents have been booked for the up-
coming MCMA season
The Soviet Georgian Dancers and the Tbaisi Polyphonic Choir will be the feature attraction of the Murray Gvic music Association on Sunday, Oct. 9.
Cokornbidin rtni Mar./gen...It Photo
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Worst Loss Since 1971
Racers Humiliated 38-0
By Rugged Delta State
By MIKE BRANDON
1.edger & Times Sports Editor
*Delta State University is
appropriately named.
There's a reason for all the
cotton growing around
Cleveland. Students go out and
pick cotton during the secopd
of Delta State's football
games then they have a
truckload of the soft white
stuff waiting beside the
Visiting team's bus.
It would have taken an
entire cotton field to help
absorb the wounds Murray
State suffered Saturday night
in a 38-0 loss to Delta State.
And had .not the Statesmen
"called off the dogs," it would
have been a lot worse than 38-
0.
The question is Was Delta
State that good or was Murray
State that bad? The answer:
"I was surprised with the
score," Delta State coach
Robert McGraw said.
-We .did a little better of-
fensively than I thought we'd
do. We've always played'
pretty good defense and I felt
if we could score a couple of
touchdowns, we could win the
game.
"How good we are, I don't
know yet. We were picked to
finish fifth in our conference
and I'm not really very op-
timistic about our chances.
We're just taking things one
game at a time right now. We
may have to go out and win 3-0
next week," McGraw added.
It's doubtful Delta State will
‘%in only 3-0. They play at
Southeast Missouri Saturday
and since even Murray
defeated SEMO, then it would
seem Delta State is off to a 2-0
start.
For some reason, the
stadium and field Saturday
night were filled with crickets.
There were thousands of
crickets and if they weren't
bad enough, there were
thousands of moths .and
believe it or not, even a few
boll%ravels.
The people in the stands
made quite a few jokes about
which crunched the louder:
the crickets when they were
stepped on or the Murray
State football team when they
tried to do anything, either
offensively or defensively.
Last year, there were a few
times when other teams
managed to score off Murray
State's offense. Such wasn't
the case Saturday. Delta State
ran all over Murray's defense.
They ran up the middle well,
they ran off tackle well. But
the outside. . .
It was like Murray State had
no defensive ends, no cor-
nerbacks, no. . . In fact, at
halftime, Delta State had
rolled up a 28-0 lead and 226
yards on the ground. Murray
had 22 net rushing yards.
But it was the outside game
of the Statesmen that killed
the Racers. Delta State ran at
will, piling up yardage and
leaving the Murray defense
piled up on the ground with the
crickets and moths.
From the opening touch-
down of the game, which in-
cidentally found Sam
Killingsworth of the
Statesmen going wide to the
left on a pitchout for the nine-
yard TD run, there was no
doubt about who was going to
win.
The second TD, which came
early in the second quarter,
came on a sweep to the right
then on the third TD, quar-
terback Charles Minyard got
his second straight score as he
swept to the left. Believe it or
not, the final TD of the half for
Delta State came on a one-
yard plunge up the middle.
Only once in the entire first
half was Murray across
midfield. The reason for that:
the Racers recovered a
fumbtle on the Statesmen 42.
Murray had.a fourth and one
from the 32 and elected to try
the field goal, which was
short.
Other than that, the Racers
crossed the midfield twice
more in the game. Freshman
Lindsey Hudspeth almost
broke a kickoff return and
carried the ball.from the six
up to the 47. Thanks to a 15-
yard penalty, Murray
managed to get across mid-
field.
Then on their last Series of
the game, the Racers actually
came close to scoring. After
POURING IT ON — Sophomore quarterlies* Charles Minyard of Delta State peers it on and the
Statesmen pour it on even more. Minyard scampered 19 yards down the left side for this six-
pointer. Racers who are in the picture include Roy Beckley (40), Bobby Craig (94), Kevin Whit-
field (6S), %Ville Wilma (U) and Sill 55,•43)
FIRING AWAY—Racer quarterback Mike Dickens, who hit on 12 of 111 passes for U yards,
fires one down the middle as Delta State defenders put on a little pressure. Two of Dickens'
passes were intercepted.
Virgil Trout
is coming to Murray
Sept. 14-16
"Recognition from eight
State governments for work with youth."
talting'over first and 10 from
the Delta State 39 following a
punt, the Racers worked down
to the Statesmen 7. On a fourth
and three from the seven, a
Mike Dickens pass was in-
tercepted in the endzone.
Murray finished with a total
of 33 yards on the ground.
Murray attempted 28 rustling
plays and 13 of those were by
quarterback Mike Dickens
and three more were by
second-string quarterback
David Ruzich. That meant
that the fullback and the three
tailbacks that saw action had
between them, only 12 at-
tempts.
Delta State carried the ball
59 times and gained 324 yards
on the ground with tailback
Floyd Fortenberrwining 111
yards on 25 carries.
"We had some boys come
off the ball very well on of-
fense," Delta State coach
Robert McGraw said.
"Murray was a little bigger
than we were but I think we
utilized our speed to make up
for it. Our fullback (Ricky
Conerly) is basically a good
blocker and we used him a lot
to get outside,- McGraw said.
• For Murray, it was the
worst loss in points) since the
Racers were hUmiliated 41-0
in 1971 by Martin, who may be
capable of doing the same
thing this year when the teams
play later in the season 6t
Martin.
How did Murray state coach
Bill Furgerson sum, it up?
"They just beat the h. . .
out of us. I don't have anything
Exhibition Scores
Saturday's Games
Minnesota 30, Buffalo 6
New Orleans 20, Houston 16
Tampa Bay 14, Baltimore 0
Cincinnati 24, Chicago 6
Denver 29, San Francisco 0
Kansas City 37, St. Louis 20
Sunday's Games
Miami 27, New York Giants
21
New England 29, Atlanta 10
San Diego 38, Seattle 20
Preseason Ends
ALMOST
else to say," Furgerson said
as he walked off the field.
While Furgerson may not
have had much to say about
the game, he will have a lot to
sas to his team over the next
v.eek.
The Racers have an off-date
Saturday and will not resume
action until September 24
then Tennessee Tech visits
Stok art Stadium.
I Tech opened its season
Saturday with a 41-21 win at
Western Carolina.
If the Racers are to be a
conference contender, it's
going to take some time.
The Yardstick
Muria, Delta State
33 1. Rushing 324
10 First Dorms 10
22 Palma Att. 12
15-22-2 Passes Comp. 942-0
108 Yards Passing 103
141 Total Yards 427
1 -Fumbles Lost 1
48 Penalties 99
3-31 5 punts-Avg. 3-34.3
Net Rushing: Murray 1331 — Dickens
4, Jones 3, Peruse 9, Johnson 13, Ruzich
-9, and McConnell 13. Delta State (3231—
Fortenberry 111, Minyard 76, J. Jackson
53, Turner 26, Buis 21, C. Jackson 14,
Conerly 10, KIllingsowrth 9 and
Mellinger 4.
Receptions: Murray (15-100) — John-
son 1-1, Thomas 5-43, Franklin 3-20,
Jones 1-, Perine 1-3, Bnmi 3-38 and
Robbins 11. Delta State 19-103) —
Walker 4-55, Killingsworth 1-10, Conerly
1-12. Fortenberry 1-8, Sorrells 1-15 and
Golding 1-3.
Leading tacklers for Murray; Beckley
3T and 5A, Foster 5T and 3A, McFarland
61 and 4A. Reagan 5T and 3A, Boone 5T
and 2.5. Wilson 4T and 1A, Whitfield 4T
and 25, Shannon 5T and 2A, Craig 5T,
Franklin 21 and 5A.
Fumble Recoveries: Sam Franklin 1.
NOW THY SCORED:
Delta State: 4:26 left in first quarter
Killingsworth sweeps left for nine-yard
T1) run. Bressler PAT. Delta State leads
7-0
Delta State: 11:25 left in second quar-
ter Minyard sweeps right on option for
30-s ard Ti) run, Bressler PAT. Delta
State leads 14-0.
Delta State: 6:33 left second quarter,
Minyard keeps an option to left for 19-
yard T run, Bressler PAT. Delta State
leads 214.
Delta State: 0:47 left in half, J.
Jackson up middle for one-yard TI) run,
Bressler PAT. Delta State leads 204.
• Delta State: 1158 left in third quarter,
Bressler 34-yard field goal. Delta State
leads 314.
Delta State: 12:54 left in game. Ruts to
Golding for three-yard TD pass,
Bressler PAT. Delta State leads 3$4.
— Lindsey Hudspeth of the Rears returns
the ball 41 yards and almost breaks loose fore touchdown run
but he finally was chased out of bounds on the left side. It was
about the only offense the Racers nwste5tin their 3E-0 loss
to Delta Strife.
GONE
NOT THIS TIME — Here's one time Delta State didn't score. This pass aimed for Donnie
Sorrels went just out of neck. Defending for the Racers is Eddie McFarland.
(stet( Floes by Nes Brendan









FOREST HILLS, N.Y. (AP)
— Guillermo Vilas is No. 1
today, a proud, self-satisfied
young man.
-I'm very happy with
myself," he said. "I'm a very
good friend of myself."
His critics had said his
scorching clay court victory
streak of 45 matches was not
meaningful as it seemed
because it included no
matches against the giants of
the game of tennis, Bjorn Borg
and Jimmy Connors.
But Sunday, the 25-year-old
Argentine with the extreme
topspin backhand, outplayed
Connors 2-6, 6-3, 7-6, 6-0 in the
8462.420 U.S. Open
championships. He hasn't had
attiack yet at Borg, who had
to default during this
tournament because of a
strained shoulder.
"This puts me very, Very
happy for sure," the brightL
eyed and exuberant Vilas said
after being mobbed by
adoring fans at the West Side
Tennis Club. The crowd had
decided the match was over
before the umpire P̀did,
streaming onto the court as
soon as the linesman called a
Connors forehand long.
Saturday, the glory was
Chris Evert's, as outfought
surprising Wendy Turnbull of
Australia 74, 6-2 for her third
consecutive U.S. Open title. It
was roses for both the
finalists, but the Open victory
was particularly sweet for
Miss Evert after her loss in
the Wimbledon semifinal to
Virginia Wade.
Prize money for each of the
winners was $33,000, with
$16,500 apiece to Connors and
Miss Turnbull.
-Vilas, blocked by his
admirers and hoisted atop
their' shoulders, never
congratulated Connors, who
stormed away from the
stadium with his mother and
entourage. "I will apologize
when I see him," Vitas said. "I
wanted to shake his hand."
"He is a great player," he
said of Connors. "I have a lot
of respect for him. I think he
played fair. I had nothing to
lose. I knew the pressure was
on him since he had not won a
major title (this year) and this
was his last chance."
Winds gusting up to 20 miles
per hour swept over the court,
blowing great clouds of dust
on them from the synthetic
clay like Har-Tru surface.
"The wind was very strange,"
Vilas said of his losing first
set. "He was hitting rockets:"
But in the second set, as
Vitas became more certain,
coming in on more balls,
Connors grew slightly
tentative, and the Argentine
was able to break him in the
eighth game for 5-3. Vitas, the
No. 4 seed, drew a roaring
standing ovation as he took the
next game with a backhand
passing shot.
The third set went to 5-5 and
each broke the other's service
at love, forcing a tie-breaker.
It was reminiscent of the
thirCPset situation Connors
faced last year in the final
against Borg. But last year,
Connors outlasted Borg 11-9 in
the tiebreaker and went on to
victory.
The tie-breaker went to 3-3,
then Vitas moved up to the net
for a forehand volley winner.
Connors, netted a forehand,
then Vilas hit one wide,
maktng it 5-4. Vilas hit a
forehand to the baseline for 64
and won on a swift forehand
passing shot.
That gave Vilas extreme
confidence. He then broke
service in the second game of
the fourth set with a
crosscourt backhand that
touched the sideline, broke
again in the fourth when
Connors' forehand volley hit
the net, then kept his serve,
pummeling Connors at love
for 5-0.
In the final game, the two
were playing the second
deuce, forced when Connors
doublefaulted. Vilas took the
advantage when the
struggling Connors hit his
forehand approach into the
net. Their final rally had just
begun when Connors hit his
forehand too long.
The linesman saw it that
way. Vilas thought he had.
Connors stood and stared.
Vilas' coach, Ion Tiriac, stood
at his courtside seat and
looked stern as a bull. The
umpire .said nothing. But the
crowd had decided. The
umpire made it official
several moments later.
For Miss Evert, her final
was the toughest match of the
tournament. She had been
asking for h all week,
complaining politely that she
wasn't getting enough
competition.
Miss Turnbull provided it
with the scurrying game that
has given her the name
"rabbit" among her World
Team Tennis colleagues on
the Cleveland Nets.
"She made me play my very
best," Miss Evert said. "She
played very well and she now
can be considered one of the
best players in the world."
Despite the loss, Miss
Turnbull, seeded 12th,
received the recognition that
had long avoided her. She beat
Ms. Wade and second-seeded
Martina Navratilova en route
to the final.
The first-set tie-breaker
came after 12 games of steady
rallies of ground strokes, and
Miss Evert won it 7-3.
"Then Het her break me in
the first game of the second
set and she ran away with it,"
Miss Turnbull said. "It 4s
really tough to play Chrissie
on clay and I think I played
very well. I'm really not
disappointed."
Even as a loser, Miss
Turnbull advanced further
than she ever had in a major
tournament.
Miss Evert seemed
undisturbed by a pinched
nerve in her left shoulder,
saying it hurt only on the toss
for her serve. he said she
hadn't seen a doctor yet
because she was superstitious.
"If I'm going to get it
amputated, I don't want to








Thailand will defend his title
against Saoul Mamby of New
York in northeastern Thailand
next month, Saensak's
manager said today.
Tiemboon Intrabutr said the
15-rdund bout will be held Oct.
22 in Korat, 130 miles
northeast of Bangkok.
Mamby is ranked fourth by
the WBC.
Free for the Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307 Murray, KY 42071
FALL SALE
9950
Purchase a 40'1/5'x14' all steel
Butler Farmsted Straight Wall
Building with 20'x13' Double
Slide door, walk in door, 6 light
panels and color walls. The
above price is erected on your
concrete foundation. Price Good
Until October 30, 1977.
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Fans who plan to attend the
Calloway County junior
varsity football game this
evening have an extra 30
minutes.
The game was scheduled to
begin at 5 p. m. but has been
changed to 5:30 p. m.
The Laker jayvees, who are
0-1 on the season, will be going
against Heath. Last Thursday,
the Laker freshmen won 8-6
over the Heath frosh so the
Pirates will be out to salavage
some revenge this evening.
. • •
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By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Mel Purcell hadn't planned
on playing in the Kentucky
State Hardcourt Tennis
Championships.
But after his ,partner
defaulted in the mixed doubles
at the U.S. Open because she
had to catch a plane, Purcell
decided to cons back to
Murray for' the weekend and
defend his tennis titles in the
tourney.
It was both unfortunate and
fortunate that he did return.
It. was unfortunate for those
who had hoped for a shot at
winning the title yet it was
fortunate because it presented
the people of Murray one, more
chance to see Purcell play.
Purcell left Sunday night
after the tourney and returned
to school at Memphis State.
Later this month, Purcell
will be going along with
doubles partner Chip Hooper
on a goodwill mission to
Africa.
Not only was Mel Purcell a
dominating. force in the
tourney but so were . his
Mel Purcell Returns To Defend Crown
Purcells Romp Field In
State Hardcourt Tourney
brother, Del, and his father,
Bennie.
The Purcells simply owned
the tourney.
In the open singles division,
Mel Purcell coasted to an easy
6-2, 6-0 win in the finals over
Keith West of Memphis State.
Last year when the two met
for the title, Purcell won 6-4, 6-
0.
"I played all right but I
don't think Keith was up to his
game,- Purcell said of his
win.
Purcell had advanced into
the finals by taking a 6-0, 6-1
win over former MSU tennis
player Ross Boling. A native
of Bowling Green, Boling is
now a teaching professional in
Detroit and came down simply
to play in the tourney.
West, who plays the number
two singles for Memphis
State, defeated teammate
Peter Simpson one and one in
the other semifinal match.
Needless to say, Purcell will
be playing number one in the
singles for'Memphis State.
The doubles championship
match in the opening division
was a replay of last year. The
Time Changed Purcell brothers combined towin 7-5 and 6-2 over West and ,
Simpson.
To _5:30 For But the actpal cham-pionship match dame in the
semifinals in one of the best
l iker Jayvees doubles matches ever stagedon the MSU courts.
After losing the first set 5-7
to Mark Alvarez and Kevin
WalMi of the University of
Louisville, the Purcells
bounced back to win 7-5 and 6-
4 to take the match.
The Purcells literally
climbed the fences in pursuit
of shots. It seemed as if some
of the points lasted for hours.
It was a dazzling display of
tennis and when the match
ended, there was a long and
loud ovation, not just for the
Purcells because they had
A WINNING TEAM - Paul Newton returns a shot while
doubles partner Bennie Purcell ploys tbe net and watches
across court. Rowton and Purcell may won the championship
in the 45 and over doubles play.










won but for the quality of
tennis that was played by the
two teams.
Bennie Purcell's, turn came
in the 45 and over singles as
the 47-year-old MSU tennis
coach zipped to the crown. The
top-seeded Purcell had no
trouble at all until he got to the
second set of the cham-
piOnship match against Paul
Rowton of Paducah.
Purcell took the first set 6-4
but Rowton took the second set
7-5. But Purcell came back in
the third to take a 6-2 win and
the set, defending his crown
from last year.
Purcell and Rowton then
combined in the doubles for an
unbeatable duo. In the finals,
they won one and three over Purcell, who said he does
the Paducah pair of Frank not plan to go professional
Nagel and Sid Edds. who had next year, will probably make
earlier went split sets in the the satellite tour next summer
semifinals to defeat Fred and return to school for
Paxton of Paducah and Ray another year. But it's just a
Edwards of Mayfield. matter of time before he'll
It was the same story as last have to turn pro. There's just
year also in the 35 singles as not that much competition left
Henry Baughman of Bowling at the amateur level.
Green claimed the cham- The women will get their
pionship. In the finals, he won turn to earn some hardware
6-1 and 6-2 over Willie this weekend as the Kentucky
Chandler of Jackson. Baugh- State Women's Hardcourt
man reached the finals with a Championships will be held at
7-6, 6-0 win in the semis over the MSU Tennis Complex.
Ron Underwood of Murray
while Chandler won by default
over Ronnie Smith of Camp-
bellsville.
In the 35 doubles play,
Baughman and-Smith com-
bined Tor a 7-5, 6-4 victory over
Underwood and Chandler.
Plans had called for a 50 and
over division but there were
not enough participants en-
tered and players who were 50
and over had to play in the 45
singles.
For Mel Purcell, it will be on
to Africa and then back to
Memphis State where he will
spend the winter working on
his game at one of the indoor
clubs in Memphis.
MOVE OVER MEI. - Mel Purcell has to duck down out of the
way as Del Purcell leaps high off the courts to return a shot in
their semifinal match with the Louisville doubles team of Kevin
Walsh and Mork Alvarez. It was the second consecutive year
the Purcell: have won the doubles in the tourney.
Parker Reaches 200-Hit Level




"Hit Man" is putting out a
contract on all National
League, pitchers.
"If the game situation
allows it, I think I'll be
swinging for home runs the
rest of the year," says Dave
Parker.
His primary goal, of course,
is to help the Pirates win the
National League- East title,
but the way the Philadelphia
Phillies are playing, that may
be an impossible dream.
More within Parker's grasp
is a season of 100 runs batted
in. He already has 'reached a
cherished level-the 200-hit
mark-and is on his way to the
league's batting title with a
.345 average.
The broad-shouldered
Parker continued to kill
National League pitching
Sunday with a home ran,
triple and double while
leading the Pirates to a 10-4
victory over the Montreal
Expos.
Parker became the first
National Leaguer to reach the
200-hit plateau this season
with his double in the first
inning. Later, his home run
made more news because it
matched an. accomplishment
by the late Roberto Clemente.
The homer was Parker's
20th and he became the first
 '4 Pirates player to collect 20.
homers and 200 hits in the
same season since Clemente
did it in 1867.
With two RBI Sunday,
Parker improved his total to
86.
While Parker was having a
good day, so was Greg
Luzinski of the Phillies. He
blasted a three-run homer.
leading Philadelphia to a 6-5
victory over the St. Louis
Cardinals that kept the
Phillies in front of the Pirates
by eight games.
In other NL action Sunday,
the Cincinnati Reds defeated
the Los Angeles Dodgers 6-2,
the New York Mets trimmed
the Chicago Cubs 7-3, the
Atlanta Braves nhipped the
San Diego Padres 7-3, and the




double triggered a four-run
first inning and gave the
Cincinnati catcher 100 RBI for
the siith time in his career as
the Reds defeated Los
Angeles, Bench's double lied
him with ex-teammate Tom
Perez as the only active Mayor
leaguer with six 100 RBI
seasons.
Rookie Tom Hume
registered his first major
la'-victory after relieving
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PURCELL SMASHES - Mel Purcell prepares to send a
booming smash for a point in his championship match against
Keith West in the opening singles play. Purcell coasted to an
easy win over West, 6-2, 5-0.
(Staff Metes by Alike Bramien)
College Football Scores
By The Associated Press
EAST
AIC 13, S. Connecticut 11
Army 34. Massachusetts 10
Cent. Connecticut 34, Norwich
30
Colgate 23. Rutgers 0
Davidson 20, Fordham 17
Dickinson 7, Lycoming 3
Fairmont 7, Edinboro St. 6
Frnkin & Marshll 7, Albright
Indiana, Pa. 14, Juniata 7
Ithaca 42, Cornell U. 18
SOUTH
Akron 13, Morehead St. 13, tie
Alabama 34, Mississippi 13
Auburn 21, Krizona 10
California 27, Tennessee 17
E. Carolina 17, Duke 16
E. Kentucky 24, Delaware 7
Florida A&M 28, Howard U. 6
Florida St. 35, S. Mississippi
6
Georgia 27, Oregon 16
Grambling 42, Alcorn 17
Hampden-Sydney27, Guilford
6
Jacksonville St. 34, Alabama
A&M 0
Kentucky 10, N. Carolina 7
Kentucky St. 24, Georgetown,
Ky. 13
Lock Haven St. 22, Wash &
Lee 10
Maryland 21. Clemson 14
McNeese St. 25, Indiana St. 7
Memphis St. 27, Tulane 9
Morgan St. 19; Virginia St. 0
N. Carolina St. 14, Virginia 0
Ohio U. 4e, Marshall 27
Salisbury St. 15, Randolph-
Macon 3
Southern U. 13, Tuskegee
Tennessee Tech 41, W. Caro-
lina 21
Tn.-Chattanooga 27. W. Ken-
tucky 3
VMI 23, William & Mary 13
Wake Forest 24, Furman 13






The Murray State women's
cross country team opened its
season by losing 20-35 in a dual
meet to Southern Illinois
University Saturday at
Carbondale.
SIU took the first three
places in the meet. Murray's
Glenda Calabro took fourth in
21:23 over the three-mile
course.
The rest of the top five for
Murray was: Becky Beckman
fifth, 21:39, Lisa Baker
seventh, 22:00. Sharon Macy
ninth, 22:29 and Mary Ann
McConnell 10th in 2246.
1,yn Barber placed 11th for
the ,Racers. In 15th place
through 22nd place for Murray
were Pattie Bittel, Margaret
Kopatz, Karen Harding, Ivy
Chrestie, Debbie Bittel, Ann
Moore, Patty Taylor and Ruth
Coke.
.The Racer women will have
a dual meet September 24 at
Illinois State. The only home.
Meet will be October 14
against Western Kentucky.
MIDWEST
Ball St. 43, Toledo 3
Bowling Green 17, Grand Val-
ley St. 6
Iowa 24, Northwestern 0
Iowa St. 35, Wichita St. 9
Kent St. 33, Illinois St. 14
Michigan 37, Illinois 9
Michigan St. 19, Purdue 14
Minnesota 10, W. Michigan 7
Nebraska-Omaha 17, N. Da-
kota St. 17, tie
NE Oklahoma 14, S. Ar-
kansas 14, tie
Ohio St. 10, Miami, Fla. 0
Oklahoma 25, Vanderbilt 23
Oklahoma St. 34, Tulsa 17
S. Dakota 24, Morningside 10
Southern Cal 27, Missouri 10
Wabash 18, Albion 17
Washington St. 19, Nebraska
10
Wisconsin 30, Indiana 14
Wis.-Eau Claire 20, St. Nor-
bert 13
Wis.-Oshkosh 20, Valpara4so 7
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas 53, New Mexico St.
10
Arkansas St. 31, Drake 29
E. Texas St. 38, Prairie..View
10
Rice 31, Idaho 10
SMU 45, TCU 21
Texas 44, Boston Col. 0
Texas A&M 28, Kansas 14
Texas A&I 21, Livingston St.
13
Texas Tech 17, Baylor 7
MISS YOUR PAPER?
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end 6 p. re., themigy-friday,
or 3:31p. et. end 4 p...
Satenieys, to Were /gayety
of Me newspaper. Cab met
be placed by Op...weeit-
day s or 4 p. Saturdays te
pissraerte• delivery.
deetemenmerw. •
Royals Running Away, Yankees
Starting To Fold Down Stretch
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
While the Kansas City
Royals are running away with
one American League
divisional race, the New York
Yankees have allowed the
other one to tighten up.
The Royals won their 12th
straight game Sunday,
beating the Minnesota 'wins
4-1. The Royals have an 8'2-
game lead over Chicago and
appear headed for their
second straight West Division
title.
The Yankees, meanwhile,
split a doubleheader with the
expansionist Toronto Blue
Jays, winning the first game 4-
3 and losing the nightcap 6-4.
Their lead over second-place
Boston shrunk to 11  games as
the two teams get ready for a
crucial three-game series in
New York that begins
Tuesday.
The Yankees didn't play
particularly good ball against
the Blue Jays, ,whose 48-93
record is the worst in the
Major leagues. After being
humiliated 19-3 by the Blue
Jays Saturday, New York
could manage only a split of
the two games Sunday.
Red Sox 6, Tigers 2
Boston won its fifth straight
game and 10th in its last 11,
concluding a four-game sweep
of Detroit. Jim Rice, the
American Leagne:s home run
leader, belted the first grand
slam of his career in the
seventh inning, his 37th homer
of the season.
"Some people wrote us off a
week ago, but here we are,
just one game back in the loss
column," said Boston
Manager Don Zirruner. "Now
we just have to go in there (to
New York) and win some
ballgames.
Orioles 9, Indians 5
The Orioles completed a
three-game sweep of
Cleveland, leaving the Indians
winless in eight games in
Baltimore this year. The
Orioles' Ken Singleton,
batting .404 since Aug. 3,
drove in three runs with a
double and single and
teammate Doug DeCinces
drove in three runs and hit his
17th homer of the season in
support of Ross Grimsley's
pitching.
Baltimore moved within
three games of the Yankees
with their 13th victory in 17
games. During that streak,
however, they have picked up
just one game on New York.
Mariners 6, Rangers 4 .
Jimmy Sexton had four hits
and Dan Meyer hit his 204h
homer as the Mariners topped
Texas. Jim Sundberg and
Mike Hargrove had solo
homers for the Rangers.
"I've had scouts tell me I
could play up here," said
Sexton, who was recalled from
the minor leagues last week.
"I don't want to go back to the
minors."
A's 5, Brewers 3
Tony Armas drove in three
Oakland runs with a double
and a homer and Vida Blue
won his 14th game in 31
decisions, striking out seven
and surrendering seven hits
until being relieved by Doug
Bair in the ninth.
White Sox 6-4, Angels 2-5
Chris Knapp hurled a three-
hitter and struck out 13 in the
opener. Knapp, recalled from
Iowa of the American
Association last weelt.oHad a
no-hitter until Rance
Mulliniks singled with to out
in the seventh.
Jorge Orta had four hits and
drove in four runs in the
opener.
Mario Guerrero doubled
home Bobby Bonds with the
winning run in the eighth























The City of Murray Sanitation Department is making a determined effort to
remove unsightly rubbish, trash, etc. from the city limits. In order to efficiently
perform this service, the department is requesting the cooperation of all
citizens in conforming to the articles of Ordinance Number 375, published as
follows:
Accumulation of Refuse: It shall be unlawful for any person to cause or permit
the accumulation of refuse in, about or upon premises owned, occupied, or used
by them when and if such accumulation is unsightly, unsanitary:, or hazardous
to the property, life, health, safety, or welfare of the public.
Maintaining Dump Groand:It shall be unlawful to deliver refuse to or. upon private
property or to maintain a dump ground, either public or private, for tie deposit
of garbage of any kind.
Disposal of Trask:It shall be unlawful for any person to dispose of trash within
the corporate limits of the city or elsewhere, except at the land-fill site.
Scattering Refuse: It shall be unlawful for any person to throw, place, or scatter
any garbage, rubbish, trash or other refuse over or upon any premises, street or
an, either public or private, or adjacent thereto, and either with or without
the intent to later remove, or burn, or to suffer or permit from the accumulation
of refuse, any premises owned, occupied or controlled by any such person to
become or remain offensive, unsanitary, unsightly, unsafe to public health, or
hazardous from fire.
Anyone toand in violation of any portion of Ordinance Number 375, shall, upon con-
viction be fined not less then five dollars ($3.00) NOR MORE THAN FIFTY DOLLARS
($50.00), and costs. 'EACH DAY a violation of this ordinance exists shish constitute a
new end separate offense.
City of Murray Sanitation Department
Jerry Wallace, Superintendent
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2 Miles South of Murray on 641
Call 753-6227 Day or Night
Max & Carolyn Parks, Owners
STEIGER UNVEILS
450 HP TRACTOR
A new 450 hp four-wheel-drive tractor - the
Tiger ST-450 - has been introduced by Steiger
Tractor, Inc., Fargo, N.D. The unit is the world's
most powerful mass-produced farm tractor. It can
chisel plow 45 acres or more per hour, according
to company engineers. The Steiger Tiger ST-450 is
powered by a turbocharged and aftercooled Cum-
mins 1150 Cu. In. engine, which delivers 350 hp
to the drawbar, accryding to manufacturer's
estimate. The sN-speed' manual power-shift tran-
smission can produce an infinite range of working
ground speeds up tqj5 miles per hour. A wide
range of conveniencFfeatures are standard, in-








Your Direct Hot-Line to Form Machinery At It's Best.
Just Another Service From Tommy's Equip.
Dial Toll Free 753-5299 
WE DON'T WORRY ABOUT THE COMPETITION







JUNCTION OF HIGHWAY 121•S(DALIA RO. MAYFIELD
PHONE 241 6020 AFTER 5 PM PHONE 753 7452
OPEN FROM 1:30 AM MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
, 'SI ,. :
litarn gillinon.... 
. • . wile.
.411e
CORNSTALK BALING—An Amish farmer near New Holland, Pa., uses a mule-drawn gasoline engine-powered
baler to harvest corn stalks for animal bedding. A shortage of straw in the Northeast has driven straw prices as high
as $95 at auction in the area. Corn stalks are increasingly being used as a substitute for straw as animal bedding. This
scene will be common on Amish farms during the coming fall corn harvest season.
Tips For Making Silage
Making corn silage will
produce the most feed, and the
most beef or milk, from an
acre of the crop — if it is done
right.
"For maximum yield of
high quality silage and a
minimum of spoilage cut corn
relatively fine when the crop
is in the right stage of
maturity, pack the silage well
and fill the silo fast," says
Garry Lacefield, Extension
forage specialist in the UK
College of Agriculture.
He recommends cutting as
soon as corn reaches
physiological maturity, after
ears are well-dented but
before all the leaves turn
brown and dry. Optimum,
moisture content is from 60 to
65 per cent. Cutting earlier
than the dent stage will reduce
the grain or energy content of
the silage, and result in
seepage, fermentation losses,
bad odor and pooni, flavor.
Letting the corn get too dry
makes the silage difficult to
pack and causes losses from
heating and molding.
A simple squeeze test can be
used to check moisture
content. Take a handful of
fresh-chopped silage, squeeze
the material in your hand and
A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specialists at
the UK Colley of Agriculture
Nuts usually cost less when
ou buy them in the shell. Al-
read) shelled, they're a real
‘:onvAnienc& food. To help
you decide which is the best
buy, note how many pounds
of nuts-in-the-shell it takes to
get one pound of nutmeats.
31/.• pounds of almonds, 21/2
pounds of pecans ur English
walnuts or Brazil nuts, and
.51/2 pounds of black walnuts.
This information Comes from
UK Extension food 'special-
ists.
MEMBER OF THE MONTH
— Steve Enoch, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Rex Enoch of Hazel
Route One, was selected by
the Calloway County Chap-
'ter of Future Farmers of
America as Member of the
Month for August. Enoch
was selected as a result of
winning 'the State FFA Quiz
Contest at Hardinsburg on
July 21. The quiz contest is
conducted much like a
spelling bee with con-
testants answering questions
cdnteming the history and
organization of the FFA.
Enoch won the local contest
in March to move on to
state competition. He is a
junior at Calloway County
High School •
then release it," says
Lacefield. "If the ball of silage
tends to stay tight, leaving
drops of water in your hand, it
is too wet. If the silage ball
expands slowly, leaving your
hand moist but-without drops
of water, the corn is right for
chopping. If the silage ball
springs back and falls apart
readily, with little or no
moisture present, the
material is too dry to pack
well, and water should be
added,"
When making silage, the
goal is to get food
fermentation which is,
necessary to preserve the
material. This means
eliminating oxygen as quick-
ly as possible to reduce
respiration and providing the





harvester knives sharp and
adjusting them for a relatively
fine cut of one-fciitrth to one-
half inch in length. When corn
is cut at the right stage of
maturity with the proper
adjustment of equipment's
about 90 per cent of the
kernels will be broken. If
harvesting is delayed past the
hard-dent stage, it ,may be
necessary to set knives for a
cut one-eighth inch long or use
a re-cutter.
Silos should be filled
rapidly, with the silage
distributed evenly and well-
packed. Packing is especially
important in horizontal silos
such as trenches or bunkers.
Lacefield points out that after
these silos are filled it is a
good practice to sprinkle
water on top and pack an
extra two or three inches.
Then they should be covered
with black plastic to get a tight
seal and reduce top spoilage.
Lacefield cautions farmers
to be very careful to avoid
accidents when packing silage
with a tractor or truck. A
vehicle can tip over easily if it
hits a loose pocket or slips off
the side.
Farmers with upright silos
are warned by the Extension
specialist to be aware of the
langer from toxic gases.
Although the gases may be
present any time, even in an
empty silo, the greatest
danger is 12 to 72 hours after
the silo has been filled.
Lacefield emphasizes that
toxic gases may be present in
any ensiled material,
regardless of the soil fertility
level in the field where it was
grown.
He recommends that the
following precautions be
taken: Run the blower 15 to 20
minutes before entering a
partially-filled silo and keep it
running as long as anyone is
inside. After the silo is filled,
stay out and ventilate the silo
room for two weeks. Keep
doors closed betwei the silo
room and barn. If you
experience any throat
irritation or coughing, get out
fast and go to a doctor.
County Loan Rites
For Corn And Beans
The loan rate for 1977 corn
crop for Calloway County has
been increased and now is set
at $2.11 per bushel, according
to David E. Riley, Jr., County
Executive Director, Calloway
ASCS Office. The loan rate for
1977 soybean crop for
Calloway County is now set at
$3.51 per bushel.
Riley said any producer is
eligible to apply for a loan, on
their 1977 crop who has
available storage. This loan is
not applicable on purchased
crops. Any producer in-
terested in obtaining a loan
should contact the ASCS of-
fice.
USDA To Make Loner
Term Loans On Storage
The U. S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA) today
announced it is changing the
farm facility loan repayment
period from the current 5
years up to maximum of 8
years. The Department feels
that lengthening the
repayment period and in-
creasing the number of annual
installments will help lessen
he case flow problems of
, farmers obtaining loans.
' According to Department
spokesmen, a longer
repayment period is needed
because of recent changes in
the program which I 11 in-
creased the maximum loan
amount for $25,000 to $50,000,
(2) allows storages needs to be
based on 2 years' production
rather than 1, and (3 )
decreased farmers' required
downpayments from 30 per
cent to 15 per cent of the cost
of structures and equipment.
The effect of these changes
will be to substantially in-
crease the size of the average
loan.
By increasing the number of
installment payments, each
installment will be smaller,
thus allowing farmers more
flexibility and lessening the
possibility of delinquent or
defaulted loan, according to
the Department.
The farm facility loan
program is administered by
the Agricultural Stabilization
and Conservation Service
ASCS) through its county
offices. From 1949 through
1976 the program loaned over
$1 billion to assist farmers in
building farm facilities with





ag finance really means."
It was a rough year for Frank and Jean,
but they found their way through it.
They also found that PCA really is the
dependable source of agriculture credit
. in good times and bad.




Anita McCallon — Secretory
Keys F. keel — Field Office Manager





A N©UAC M N7!
Under A New Name, and New Ownership, We Mate The Following Pledge: We Guarantee to
Provide Our Customers with the Best Products and Services Available. We wig Recommend prac-
tices That Will Help Keep The Cost of Production As Low As Possible. '
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DOG FEED
SPORT MDt — TRYFTT
Hotel and Merin. pledt Opt Kennel RHO of 500
• Lbs and Over intl... National Resserch Coepal
PRESENT FACILITIES
I
WE ARE PLEASED TO
ANNOUNCE A RENOVATION
AND EXPANSION PROGRAM
OF FARMINGTON FEED MILL
YOUR Nutrena
NEIGHBOR
We are pleased to intrados. our friendly and esperieecod stet, an.
at Carmsegton Feed and Farm Sepses IN. Ran Pliffew, ow an.
maikate. INS many pars in. tams{ Newsom and Ireestock
*est Cork( Mask Omer. sod Nen Wagewset, with 71 pan et
apnoeas to man foods are a/so a ors isloaisle pail of ow staff
They iN end. pee Is caN is tele lot pan lane aid anneal we
finds.
Just him any new neighbor down the road we'd him to
hare you stop on and stall our new Mumma dealership.
Wets anxious to tell you about owl many Nubians prod-
ucts and services -
Thera are concentrates and complete feeds patented
Nutrens CIS Controlled Release liquid supplement
Nutrena sett-red gestabon teed (patent
apphed tor) and much more. They're all backed by a con-
tinuing and practical research program
*Arens knows •sys to help you rnsa• good lixeding
decisions
See us for: • Prescription Feeding
• Pork System Blueprints
• Grain Bank .
• Grind and Mix Service
• Keep Full Service
Your neighbor Nutrena knows how In hPir
NT
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
Farm €quiprnont livestock feeders and Waterers
ANIMAL HEALTH SUPPLIES
A uL and Compete bra of Products for Prevention Of LuestocIt
DiV115k. Prtlitriptcon Drugs Available Through Your Vetermaten
Your Vetermar,an IS !famed and Qual,fied to Discuss Sour Annul






PRE Mit AND TEED ADOITitf ADVICE
FARMINGTON FEED & FARM SUPPLY,INC.Trzr
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The way we see it.. you're not just our
customers.. .you're our friends. We know how im-
portant your farm is to you.. .and we'll take a
special interest in helping you with your special
farm needs.. .loans, management, or just a bit of
sound advice. Let's talk.
Bank of Murray
FDIC
Herndon Named By Farm Bureau -
Economics Association, .and




Herndon is the daughter of
Mr. and -Mrs. Burrell
Herndon, Livermore.
Mrs. Moore served as part-
time womens director for
Farm Bureau during the past
nine years. She is a former
state chairman of Kentucky
Farm Bureau Women, and
served on the KFB Board of
Directors in 1959-62.
A resident of La Center, in
Ballard County, Mrs. Moore
served for four years on the
Ballard County Farm Bureau
Board of Directors.'
Mrs. Moore has two
children, a son, Dick, and a
daughter Nancy. Her
husband, the late Joe Moore,
was a Ballard County farmer
and active member of the
county Farm Bureau board.
DAIRY FUND HIKE
, UP FOR VOTE
Dairy officials are urging a
"Yes" vote by farmers in the
Kentucky Dairy Referendum,
set to be held during October.
Dairy farmers will be votin
on whether they want to raise
their current assessment for
promitional activities from 4
cents to 8 cents per 100 pounds
of milk sold. The current 4-
cent rate was adopted in 1968.
Inflot4.0_, stronger
competitioand changing
lifestyles by consumers are
given as primary reasons for
increasing ,the amount of
funding for advertising milk
products, officials say.
Advertising rates jumped 25
per cent last year alone
following an increase of 19 per
cent from 1971 through 1975.
Soft drink and fruit juice
marketers outspend the diary
industry almost 7 to 1 on
advertising, and these
competitors are eroding some
of milk's sales, according to
the American Dairy
Association. In addition,
increased sales of imitation
products, changing dietary
habits of children, and the
upsurge in numbers of meals
eaten away from home, where
milk is seldom consumed, are
all factors which should be
considered by dairymen
before they vote, ADA says.
two large clothing stores, in 
 
Fall Lim Bing est
Lexington and in Chevy‘ •
Chase, Maryland.
She holds membership in




old McLean County native,
has been named director of
women for Kentucky Farm
Bureau, replacing Vivian
Moore, who has retired.
Ms. Herndon, who comes to
Farm Bureau after two years
as extension clothing
specialist for the University of
Kentucky, will be responsible
for coordinating Farm
Bureau's womens activities at
county, district and state
levels.
' She will work closely with
the 11-member KFB Women's
Advisory Committee, and with
county women's chairmen
throughout the state. Such
activities as king and queen
contests, style revues and
talent competition are
conducted regularly by Farm
Bureau women, in addition to
full participation in issue-
related general activities of
the organization.
A graduate of Livermore
High School, Ms. Herndon
holds BS and MS degrees from
the University of Kentucky in
home economics-textiles,
clothing and merchandising.
Prior to her employment by
the University, she worked for
Take advantage of our new
grain handling and storage facilities for soybeans
Murray Warehousing
nc.
Wholly owned subsidiary 
Corp.
tie Western Dark Fired Tobacco Assn.
Old Concord Rd. Murray Ky. 753-8220 Or 753-8225
Applying lime in tobacco
fields this fall will prevent
manganese toxicity in next
year's crop — a major
problem in the ,production of
tobacco on acid soils in
Kentucky, says Ken Wells,
Extension soils specialist in
the UK College of Agriculture.
He recommends having
soils tested awrapplying as
much lime as needed to adjust
the soil pH to around 6.4. This
will maintain the desired pH
range of 5.5 to 6 during next
year's growning season after
fertilizer has been applied.
High rates of fertilizer
commonly used on tobacco
reduce the pH a half point to a
point below the initial reading.
The best time to apply lime
in fields growing continuous
tobacco is before seeding the
cover crop, says Wells.
Farmers Using a crop rotation
of 2 years grass-legume sod
followed by 2 years of tobacco
should apply lime right after
harvesting the last tobacco
crop in the rotation.
% "Fall application gives the
lime time to react with acids
in the soil so it will do the most
good," says Wells. Research
shows that tobacco yields and
quality are higher when lime
is applied in the fall instead of
waiting until spring.
Mixing lime thoroughly in
the soil throughout the plow
layer is important to provide
good growing conditions for
plant roots. "Don't just spread
lime and plow it under," says
Wells. -Disk it in well when
working up a seedbed for the
cover crop."




located in every county in
Kentucky. They have soil
containers and instructions




secretary of the Kentucky
Beef Cattle Association, will
be hosting a new Saturday
morning farm show on WAVE-
TV, channel 3 in Louisville.
The show will be aired from
7 to 7:30 a. m., EDT, beginning
Sept. 10. Crowner says the
programs will be video taped
on farms throughout the
WAVE viewing area.
Crowner is a former farm
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Would you believe we're just as concerned about
servictng your old Scout as we are interested in
showing you our new Scouts?
It's hard to believe, because not all dealers take
the same viewpoint.
But were staffed to give you service. With IH
experls and tour-wheel drive know-how,
And were stocked to give you service. With a
large inventory of ott-the-shell parts.
Our service begins when you look over Our
Scouts, Well help you decide between a Scout" II
—with 82 feet of cargo space, or a Scout Traveler.
-a six-passenger powerhouse. or Scout Terra'-
the one-ton load pickup with 11 cubic feet of
lockable storage. And well help you keep it in
like-new shape year after year.
Believe in your Scout four-wheeler dealer.
We bel,eve cm a good deal for you.
Scout the America others pass by.









Driving their Internationals to Calloway County High School are, Lett to Right, Randy McCallon, Ricky Cun-
ningham, Gary Collins, Morris Luther and Donnie Crouse.
FREE INTEREST ON TRACTOR UNTIL MARCH 1, 1918N
41
'AGE 10 THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Monday, September 12, 1977 P.
Reduce serle & fast with
&elks' Tahlets E-Yew




tOpan Within 3 Weeks




Your Cost $17,900. Call
































































43 Real Estate2 Notice
MURRAY ICE CO. is now
taking coal orders. Call
753-1813.
PROVERBS 14:12 "There
is a way which seemeth
right unto a man: but
the end thereof are the
V. of death.' Are you
sure your right, or does
it just seem right? To
make sure you are right,
read God's instruction
manual, The Holy Bible.
and be sure. Don't wait
until it's too late. Need
assistance? Call 753-
(1984.
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ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTElft IMMEDIATE
LY SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULp
AND NOTIFY US PROM
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on and the ELsiness
Office ty, y be
reached o- 753






BE HAPPY. I WILL
SEE THEM
NOW.
L f 4'3f- r.r•Ar '
, , )
BOOKRACK Thoasands
used Paperbacks Sell 1'2





COLOR POR TR A ITS,
bring us yours tor extra
copies. Made troni any
size into rrri size.
Wallets low as 24 -tints, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753,-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
SOLAR ENERGY DEALERS
Join the exciting solar
industry as one of the
first authorized











Trac dept. 3126, 12500
West Cedar Drive,
Lakewood, Colorado
80228 or call Jay Hoff-
man at (303)989-0431.
3 Card Ot Thanks
WE CANNOT find words
to expressour thanks
ant appreciation to our
mans friends and neigh-
bors for food, the
beautiful flowers,
messages of sympathy
and every deed of
kindness shown us
during the illness and
death of our dear
.husband, father and
brother. Especially do
we thank Dr. Hugh
_Rou,5ton. D_r_. C. .C.
Lowery and Dr. Jackson
• who cared for him so
patiently and tenderly.
Also thanks for 2nd floor
nurses who were so kind
and patient to Bro. John
Dale, Bro. lieso Hargis
for their coinforting
words, to .1 H. Churchill
Funeral Home for there
efficient services ren-
dered. May Gods richest
blessings rest on each of
you. The Family of Lee
H. Gingles.
6 Help Wanted
HELP WANTED to cut
'tobacco. Call 753-4392
after 9 p m,
HELP W' 1NTED - a wash
and lube person. Full




of Mayfield is looking
for a quality person to






Quope enin gwn'(e)w.have this
This is most
definitely: not a dead
end position. We are
looking for someone





be takfn in confidence.
All 
or









part time counter sales














under age 35, for local
professional office.
Some typing required.






ladies ready to wear
lingerie-foundations.
Three to five days .a
week. Send resume to
Box 32 V, Murray.
;200 WEEKLY POS-
SIBLE stuffing en-







MSU STUDENT wishes to




Please call 767-4065, ask
for Kevin.
14. Want To Buy
WE BUY used trailers.
Call 1-442-1918 or after 5,
443-8515.
WANT TO BUY used air
conditioners. Call. Dill
Electric 753-9104 or 753-
1551.
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669.







Celotex 5 one-third sq.
$75. Nails inc:, 19 lb.
$8.00. Call 436-2121.
SALE - all fuel chimney,
triple wall, 6" x 36".
$21.95. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris.
NEW AND USED air
compressors for sale.
Call Dill Electric, 753-
9104 or 753-1551.
SHINGLES $13.50 sq. Roll
roofing $6.50 ea., 15 lb.
felt $5.00. Plywood 34"
at $9.00. 2 x 4's at 65
cents ea. Paneling 4 x 8
sheets over 80 selections
starting at $2.95 ea.
Wood Spindles at 5 cents
per inch. Paint.
Styofoam insulation -
and 1" 4 x 8 sheets.
Doors starting at $5.00
ea. Bathroom vanities
and wall board. Triato
stai-es at 6 cents O'er ft.
New shipment of safes
from $25.00 and up. Used
office desks starting at
$40.00, used office chairs
starting at $10.00. Steel
pipe several sizes at 15
cents a lb. Closet cedar 4
x 8 sheets for $3.75 to
$6.00. Fiberglass at 12
cents to 27 cents per sq.
.*ft. for green houses,
patios, sarports, skir-
ting for average trailer
$60.00. Ross & Tuck
Salvage Mdse. Inc. P.O.
Box 118 Martin, Tn. 38237% •
phone 901-587-2420. Open
'on Sat' until 3:00..
15 Articles For Sale
AVAILABLE NOW.
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
16 Home Furnishings
GA $ STOVE 6500 BTU.
$125.00. Call 436-2265.
HEAVY DUTY metal..
twin size bed frame and
box springs. Clean, good
condition. Call 753-6909.
EARLY AMERICAN
couch and chair. Ex-
cellent condition. Also
baby stroller and high




suit, solid wood. Electric
guitar and amp.









TWO ROW FORD corn
picker mounted on
International •tractor.
Elevator and 2 wagons.
$2,000. Call 437-4750.
1968 300 MF DIESEL
combine. 13 ft. robot
header. Corn header.
Call 753-1381 after 6 p.
m.
ONE ROW FORD corn
picker, and 20 ft. corn
elevator. Call 527-8895 or
753-2276.
20 Sports Equipment
10 SPEED BICYCLE in
good shape. Shallow




for 45 minutes Begin-






A wood C•sity New R•poirt
Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
Now wood •p•Arled PO
wen. Ch ••• 44Ey ,.W10 $I lob
is WAAL







made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.








LTD FORD 1970, 4 door,
with air, good condition.
One bench grinder, new,
15' deep freeze 4 month
old. Wood heating stove;
tall 4374801.
SALE - FRANKLIN




.Magnavox TV for just
$15 per month or a total
of $399.00. J and B Music
- Magnavox, 753-7575.
17. Mobile Home Sales







27 Mobile Home Sales
12 x SO 3 BEDROOM, 1
acre lot. Near East
Elementary. $7500. Call
753-8657.
1970 12 x 65 MODERN
Age. Two bedroom
mobile home and 100 x
175 ft, lot with utility
building. $8,500. Call 753-
8086 after 4 p. m.
IL x 52 MOBILE home.
$5,000 or $1500 and take
over payments. Call 759-
1039.
FOR SALE - 12 x 60
Windsor. Good con-
dition. Lots of cabinets
and large closets, solid
walnut paneling. Most
furniture including
washer and dryer to
stay. Call 753-9785 after 4
p. m.




16th Street. Call 753-
3855.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for




shop 600 sq. ft. Good
condition. Call 753-8216
after 5.
32 Apartments For Rent
APARTMENT near
downtown Murray. Call
at noon or after 5, 753-
4109.





34. Houses For Rent
FOUR BEDROOM 2 full
baths, acre yard in
town. $300. Deposit
required. Call 753-8086.
3F. For Rent Or Lease
HORSE STABLE for
rent, pasture land also
available. Call- Mike
Brannack 753-8850
between 8 and 5.
37. livestock - Supplies
BEAUTIFUL 2k2 YEAR
old Bay Quarter horse
gelding. Ready for
training, for sale or
trade. Call 753-6491.
AQHA QUARTER horse
mare, 2 years old.
' Gentle and trained.
$1200. Call 753-7323.
11-2 YEAR OLD black





STUD SERVICE in ex-




Very nice. One calico,
one tan and white, one
tabby and white. Call
753-8761.
39 Poultry Supplies
25 BIG RED hens, laying.







DARRILE C.OPf BRUF EP
VACATION COTTAGE,






division. Just a short
distance from the water.




home located only one
mile from Murray on




nice garden area, lots of
trees, shrubs and
fldwers. A pretty picture
for pleasant living.
Priced in the low 30's.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1t02, for






and one block from the
university campus.
Built in 1977, home has
central heat and air and
lots of energy saving
features including much
extra insulation. Priced
in the 30's. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,





Roominess is the word
on this quality home




large,  entry foyer
with e floor, 2 car




are working hard to
provide the best possible
service to you.
70 ACRE FARM just
listed. Frontage cif, 2
roads,60 tendable acres,
lobacco barn, all fenced











GROWN KIDS - Keep
them well rested in one
of 4 bedrooms, well fed
in the eat-in kitchen,
watered down in one of
the 2 bathrooms, well
adjusted in the
basement rec room.
What's for you? 2
fireplaces, shag car-
peting, 7 closets and
peace of mind because it
-doesn't cost a fortune.
Priced in the 20's.
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
753-1492.
FOR SALE - Brick
Duplex. Three
bedrooms on 1 side, 2
bedrooms on other.
Carpet, electric heat, air
condition, disposals,
built-in electric stoves.
Owner will finance. Call
753-7861 days, 753-5079.
nights.
FOR SALE by owner -
Lake front Se lake vie'w
lots on Ky. Lake in Pine




Development, 405 S. 4th
St., Murray, Ky. Day
753-7668 night 753-2394.
READY TO MOVE INTO.
Four bedroom home at









Wilson Ins. and Real
Estate, 753-3263
anytime.
FOR SALE BY OWNER
- Duplex di fourplex
lots with all utilities' in
Stadium View Sub-
division. Call or see
James D. Futrell Real
Estate Development,
405 S. 4th St., Murray,
Ky. Day 753-7668 Night
753-2394.
REDUCED TO $12,500
about 6 acres, 7 miles
east off 94 on Hale Road.
Nice building spot near
Murray and Ky. Lake.
98 acres near lake, road
on two sides. Good
developing property or

























































RIG FAMILY? A 1
bedroom, 2E1 bath home
in Gatesborough, has all
built-ins, carpet,
fireplace in family





in 60's. Guy Spann
Realty, 901 Sycamore,
753-7724.
100' x 360' LEVEL lots.
Choice of two, for only
$2,650 each. Located 5
mi. South of Murray on





1443 Sq. Ft. 3 bedroom
brick. large kitchen has
snack bar and separate
dinette. Panelled den
with fireplace opens
onto private rear porch.
Chain link fenced rear




- 7 mile;:rom Murray.r







1 acre, large garage
with workshop. Only
$24,900. Call or come by
105 N. 12th, BOYD
MAJORS REAL
ESTATE, 753-8080.
WE HAVE sever piee
of lake p erty
available including
some choice water front
slots. Ask to see our
'water front lots right on
the lake. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., 753-0101 or 753-
7531.





" South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7511861
44 Lots For Sale
FOR SALE BY OWNER
- Large shaded lot on
Doran Rd. 1.14 Acres or
180 x 275. Could well be
the best lot left in
Murray. James D.
Futrell, 405 S. 4th St.,
Murray, Ky. Day 753-




short wide bed, 6
cylinder, straight shift.
Call 753-2495.
45 Farms For Sale
48 ACRE FARM. Ap-
proximately 35 acres
tendable, tobacco, corn
and bean land. Off High-
way 121, 2 miles N. of
Coldwater on 1836. Call
489-2131.
35.5 ACRES, all fenced. 30
acres tendable. Three
ponds, 1 stock barn. Six
miles from Murray.
$38,000. Call 753-2280.
46 Homes For Sale
FOUR ROOM HOUSE
excellent for 2 people.
Call 753-7948.
47.Motorcycles
1976 SUZUKI GT-750. Call
759-1331.
1976 HONDA 550-4
cylinder. Like new 4,000
miles. Will sell outright
or take over payments.
Call 753-4529 from 7 a.m.
to 4 p.m.
1977 YAMAHA street
bike, like new with
extras, or trade for car.
Call 436-2216.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1971 TORINO GT. Power
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.
Call 527-8273 after 4:00.
mg". 3IE" 3( IC Mb
OUR MILLION
DOLLAR CLIENTS
Loretta jobs Realtors are proud to introduce to you and
welcome to Murray Mr. and Mrs. Rolan Conoley from
Bremerton, Washington. The Conoley's have purchased
the Ron Mitchel property. Loretta lobs represented both
the Concoleys and the Mitchells in the transaction.
Thank you, our many satisfied clients, and thank you,
Rolan and Karen, for being our 51,000,000 sale_Who w81
be our $2,000,000?
Shown in the picture closing the loan is Rolan Conoley,
Loretta fobs, Broker Karen Conoley and Reid Hearn,




Loretta lobs - 753-6079 Boll Payne - 753-9794
Helen Spann - 753-8579 Brenda Week - 753-8668
We Bring
People Home
Call us about this 3 bedroom home built in 1974.





N. T. Waldrop, linker
In Business Since 1956
19. Used Cars & Trucks
1971 CHEVELLE Malibu.
New tires. good con-
dition, 3400 miles, AM-
FM, 8 track stereo,
power steering, air
condition, just tuned up.




10. Long wheel base,
Power steering and
brakes, air and tilt
wheel. Red with black
interior. Radial tires.
Transmission needs
work. Call 354-6206 after
4 p. m.
FOR RENT - New
economy car, full-size





between Sand 7 p. m.
1975 GRAND PRIX. Red
with white top, all
power, air condition,
factory tape, new tires'.
Local car. $3795. Call
after 6 p. m. 753-4469.
1973 V. W. SQUARE-
BACK, 52,000 miles. Runs











power, and many other
extras. Call 753-5421












4 p.m. &6 p.m.
1968 BUICK ELECTRA
225. Real good condition




1967 DELTA 88, 2 door
hardtop. Call 753-6929
after 6 p. m.
FOR SALE - 1976 Dodge
yan Sportsman 100 with
air, AM-FM, cruise.
Must sacrifice. Call 753-
0743 or 753-2700.
1976 FORD LTD, red with
white half vinyl roof.
Power steering, brakes
and air. $4,500. Call 435-
4238 after 5 p. m.
1967 MUSTANG, good
shape_ inside and out.
Call 753-0066 or 753-2482.
1969 FORD pick-up
Ranger V-8 automatic
with air. In good
condition with insulated
topper. Call 1-354-6217
after 4 p. m.
1972 MERCURY Mon-
terey, 4 door, white with
black vinyl top, double








124 and Route 68, Cadiz,
Ky. Call 522-8507.
51 Services Offered
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Calf John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586 or 436-5348.
"WELL, WHAT VO YOU kt4OW?'
BEER MA`? HELP PREVEMT HEART




and top soil. Call Joe
Beard, 436-2306.
LICENSED ELEC-
. ZRICIAN prompt el-
.,. -ficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
M&M Blacktopping, seal
coating and repairs. For
estimates call 753-1537.
CUSTOM CARPET Care.
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x














TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
ELECTRICAL WIRING








Economical and secluded is this mobile home
with extra room added, located at Pine Bluff
Shores, on two lots for only 85,600.00. The perfect
hide-away to get away from it all.
Want to get that new cottage built before next
summer? Why not build it on the two lots on
Blood River with approximately 140 feet of water
front? Concrete boat ramp already there!
Beautiful slope to water. $16,000.00.
On Stella-Kirksey Road is this three bedroom,
brick home. One and a half acres of land with
fruit trees. Nearly new well and pump. New hot
water heater. Reduced to $29,000.00.
Within walking distance of ICingswood Sub-
division is this 24 acres of land for only $30,000.00.
Seventeen acres tendable for farming or would
make good subdivision property.
How about a stay-at-home business? You can
have it with this six room house, twenty pad
mobile home park and nine acres of land to ex-
pand on. All in excellant condition! Get your own
business today for only $72,500.00.
Within a mile of the city limits and with trees to
beautify is the 126's 160' lot. $4,500.00.
Vacant and ready for you to move into this three
bedroom, 1'12 bath, brick home at 1614 Belmont.
Carpet, drapes, disposal, range, dishwasher,
exhaust fan. $32,000.00.
See this new listing. Arrangement is unique. This
three bedroom house has a kitchen-den com-
bination, a nice workshop attached to the house,
is architect designed, well landscaped and has a
8 x 4 pantry that could be made into another
bath. This house has central air. Buy today and
the owner will let the refrigerator, washer and
dryer go at listed price.
This may be your last chance to own a nice 3
bedroom house with a kitchen and den com-
bination, white plush carpeting in living room
AND VERY NICE CONCRETE SWIMMING
POOL for wider $40,000. The house is
vacant.. Come see today and you can move in
tomorrow.
Brick duplex. One side has six room and a bath
and a half. Other side has 4 rooms and one bath.
Live in large side and have rent from smaller
one to help on payments.
Very nice three bedroom, two bath house with
central electric heat and air. This house has
great room, fireplace, antique mantle. built-in-
bar, continuous clean oven, and extra insulation.
Just $41,000.
Nice lot in town and in good location 110 x 140.
$5,900.
Nice 3 bedroom house with basement. This
basement is very nice and dry. Could be a nice
three room apartment. Just $42,500.













roofs sealed, and Alcoa
aluminum house siding
& trim. Call Jack




437-4533 or after 8 p. m.
354-8161 or 354-8138
PAINTING, interior and
exterior. By the hour or
job. Free estimate. Call
753-8343.
ELECTRICAL WIRING -
home or industrial. Call









struction Co., Route 2.
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

















babysitting in our home.






Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor






WILL STAY with elderly
'people, days. Call 435-
4169.
Have You Had Your
Bankroll Card
Punched This Week
Jim Adams Food Liners
SHARON KELSO
is now working at Leta's Beauty Salon,
Tuesday, Wednesday and Saturday.







, experience. Call 759-1524
after 5 p. m.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall






steam or dry foam
method. Servicemaster
has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30
years, and are Number 1
in the professional
cleaning business today.
For a special in-
troductory offer for July

















DO YOU NEED stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared oEZ
stumps? We can remove.:
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
BABYSITTING IN IN my




WILL HAUL LIME or




FREE KITTENS red and




IT'S NOT JUST A JOB,
IT'S AN ADVENTURE.
The world might look a little dull from where you
sit, but for some people, there's still a lot of ad-
venture left.
Our people are launching jets off an aircraft
carrier, cruising a submarine beneath the north
pole or heading for a liberty port in the Caribbean.
There may be a lot of good reasons why you
couldn't take part in this exciting adventure right
away. Maybe you haven't finished high school yet.
Maybe you have personal details to take care of, or
people you don't want to leave just yet.
Whatever the reason, the Navy understands and
we have a program designed just for you. It's called
the delayed entry program. It lets you enlist now,
but not report for up to one full year. The delayed
entry program is convenient, but also smart
because when you qualify for a navy school, the
program guarantees that your place in that school
will be waiting for you when you arrive.
The Navy has training in more than sixty career
fields. Your local Navy recruiter can tell you which
field you are qualified in and he can also give you
al more complete details about the delayed entry
program.
CALL TOON NETT NECIIIITEN
COLLECT AT 512-4434211
Dial-A-Service
. (This olphabotizod page will run weekly - clip it from
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I Deaths and Funerals I
Mrs. Owen West Is
Dead At Age 77;
Funeral Tuesday
Mrs. Owen ( Thelma) West
of 1513 Dudley Drive, Murray,
died Sunday at 455 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 77 years of
age.
The Murray woman was a
member of the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ. Born
August 7, 1900, in Graves
County, she was the daughter
of the late 011ie Edward Boyd
and Viola Stevens Boyd. She
and her husband, ,Owen, who
survives, had been married
for fifty-nine years with their
wedding being in July 1918.
Mrs. West is survived by her
•husband, 0 Owen West: two
sons,4Iaron West, 1301 Olive
Boulevard, Murray, and Ed
M. West, 1513 Dudley Drive,
Murray: three sisters, Mrs.
Howard (Verlie) Bazzell and
Mrs. Flavil (Hilda Mae)
Collie, Paducah, and Mrs.
Gale ( Gertie) Thompson,
Camden, Tn.; four grand-
children, Mrs. William Julie)
Smith, Murray, Dr. Ed M.
West, Jr., Portland, Oregon,
Steve West, and Becky West,
Murray; five great grand-
children.
Funeral services will be
held Tuesday at 10:30 a.m. at
the chapel of the J. H. Chur-
chill Funeral Home with Bro.
John Dale officiating. Burial
will follow in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends Nay call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Ted B. Brewer
Dies Sunday With
Funeral Wednesday
Mrs. Ted B. r Maurine E. )
Brewer of -Murray Route Five
died Sunday at 8:55 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 66 years of
age.
The deceased was a
member of a Presbyterian
Church in Chicago, Ill. Born
April 8, 1911, in Illinois, she
was the daughter of the late
Karl Ekelund and Anna
Eliason Ekelund.
Mrs. Brewer and her
husband, who survives, were
married March 15, 1951, and
they moved to Calloway
County in April 1973 from
Chicago, Ill. She is also sur-
vived by one sister, Mrs.
Clarence (Glaydis) Reiter,
Mountain Home, Ark., and one
brother, Marshall Ekelund,
Forrest Park, Ill.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at ten a.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Bro. Ed
Davis officiating and Mrs.
Otto Erwin as organist.
Friends may call at the





Cornelius E. Janes, father of
Dr. Donald E. Jones, chair-
ran of the Department of
Continuing Education at
Murray State University, died
Saturday in his hometown of
Henderson, Ky.
Mr. Jones; age 76 at the time
of his death, was a retired
farmer and businessman. He
was a resident of Medea
Nursing Home in Henderson
and death followed an ex-
tended illness,
In addition to his son,
Donald, he is survived by
three grandchildren, Mrs.
Larry Stinson of Bloomington,
Inc.; Miss Suzanne Jones of
Henderson and Miss Jana
Jones of Murray.
Mr. Jones was a member of
the Methodist Church.
The Tapp Funeral Home of
Henderson is in charge of
funeral arrangements. The
funeral is scheduled for 3 p.m.
today.
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service Sep-
tember 12,1077
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 11 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 1101 Est. 500 Barrows &
Gilts 1.00 lower Sows steady
US 1-2 300430 lbs 940.25-40.5C
US.1-3 200440 lbs. . 140 00-40.25
US 24 240-3001bs  $39.25-40.00
US 34 NO-2110 lbs.  *30.50-3025
Sews
US 1-2 270-350 lbe . . $340è-3500
125 1-3 300100 lbs 933.00-34.00
US 1-3 500450 lbs. .935.00-36.00





Harry Keller, father of
Donald Keller of Murray, died
Saturday morning. He was
pronounced dead on arrival at
a hospital after having been
stricken at his home in North
Miami Beach, Fla. He was 82
years of age.
Mr. Kelller is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Marion Keller, and
one daughter, Miss June
Keller, North Miami Beach,
Fla.; thee sons, Frank
Keller, Philadelphia, Pa..
Harry Keller, Jr.. North
Miami Beach, Fla., and
Donald Keller, Murray; one
brother, Jake Kejler, Houston,
Texas; six grandchildren,
Michael Keller, Tampa, Fla.,
David Keller, Wes(minister,
Md., Thomas Keller and
Donna Keller, Murray, and
Perry and Michelle Keller,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Private funeral services are
being held today with
cremation to follow. Memorial
services will be held Sunday,
September 18, at one p.m. at





Mrs. Mary Lee Walker of
Dexter Route One died Sunday
at 11:30 a.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
She was 79 years of age and
the wife of Clarence Walker
who died November 23, 1949.
The deceased was a
member of the Ledbetter
Baptist Church. Born October
26, 1897, in Obion County, In.,
she was the daughter of the
late Cass Colson and Betty
Walker Colson. One brother,
Curt Colson, died September
1
Mrs. Walker is survived by
two daughters, Mrs. Garnett
(Zelda) Cunningham, Dexter
Route One, and Mrs. Dorothy
Hinz, Roxana, Ill.; five sons,
Hudie Walker, Brighton, Ill.,
Franklin Walker, , Murray
Route Eight, Clarence
Walker, Grodfrey, Ill., Ernest
Walker, Rosewood Heights,
Ill., and Tommy Walker,
Hacienda Heights, Calif.
Other survivors include one
sister, Mrs. Lela Walker,
Murray Route Three; three
half sisters', Mrs. Gracie
Tucker and Mrs. Ilene Rogers,
Murray, and Mrs. Reba
Herndon, Dexter Route One;




Funeral services will be
held Tuesday at two p.m. at
the Ledbetter Baptist Church
with the Rev. Howard Op-
perman and the Rev. Paul
Bogard officiating.
will serve as pallbea
burial will follow t
Ledbetter Cemetery w
arrangements by the ax
Churchill Funeral Home
where friends may call.
Ancient Romans who saved
the life af a citizen in battle
while at the same time killing
the opponent and holding the
ground on which the fight took
place, were awarded the "civic
crown," a wreath of oak leaves
and acorns. Recipients were ex-
cused from all laborious duties
and services.
'Roots' Mini-Series Captures
Nine Awards In Emmy Marathon
LOS ANGELES ( AP) — special tribute to the show in
-Roots" gathered up nine excerpts dating back to ,its
Emmys in an awards show be 
ginnnthat made up for a four-month igJames Garner won 
dramaticdelay by being the longest in Emmy as 
. 
the 29-year history of the eseriesacrt)orinfo,rThheisRocprikfvordate
Television Academy. eye-on-wry 
The 12-hour miniseries seen Files," and Lindsay Wagner
on ABC last January won as best actress in a dramatic
Emmys for best limited series for "The Bionie
series, directing and writing, Woman."
with acting awards going to Once again, Britain's
Louis Gossett Jr., Edward "Upstairs, Downstairs"
Asner and Olivia Cole. The walked away with the award
three remaining Emmys for for best dramatic series.
"Roots" were in craft Christopher Plummer,
categories, playing a corrupt banker in
The Sunday night Emmy "The Money Changers," took
Awards Show on NBC, the Emmy for best lead actor.
delayed four months by a
-squabble that split the
National Academy of
Television Arts and Sciences
into an Eastern National
Academy and a 'Hollywood
Academy, ran a record 3k-2
hours. It was 40 minutes
longer than the previous
longest show last year.
"As long as we're running
over, let's do it good," said
Angie Dickinson, who was co-
host with Robert Blake for the
ceremonies at the stately
Pasadena Civic Auditorium.
The Hollywood Academy
handed out Emmys in 42
prime time categories, with 27
Emmys going to ABC, 21 to
NBC, 17 to CBS and eight to
PBS.
"Eleanor and Franklin: The
White House Years," won
seven awards and tied with
-Sybil" for outstanding
dramatic special.
"Sybil" won four awards,
including an award to star
Sally Field, who was amed
best actress in a drama
special for her portrayal of a
woman afflicted by multiple
personalities.
Dick Van Dyke's variety
series, "Van Dyke and Co.,"
canceled by NBC last year
after 11 performances, won as
best variety series. "The
Barry Manilow Special" was
named outstanding variety
special.
"I'm a little angry at NBC
for pre-empting us so many
times," said Van Dyke. "We
even got letters asking us if we
were doing a special."
Ed Flanders was named
outstanding lead actor in a
dramatic special for his feisty
poctrayal of the president in
"HAtry S. Truman: Plain
Speaking."
Beatrice Arthur, going into
her sixth year as -Maude,"
won her first Emmy as best
lead actress in a comedy
series. Carroll O'Connor,
whose Archie Bunker is
Maude's conservative
counterpart, was named best
actor in a comedy series for
"All in the Family."
The retiring "Mary Tyler
Moore Show" bowed out after
seven years by capturing the
Emmy as best comedy series.
Its writers also won award for
her farewell performance,




Church, located at New
Concord, will have revival
services starting Wednesday,
September 14, and continuing
through Sunday, September
18.
Services will be at 7:30 p.m.
each evening with the Rev.
Paul Butler as the speaker.
The pastor, the Rev. Kenneth
Todd, invites the public to
attend.




Have you 'ward complaints these days about alleged
lack of old-fashioned courtesy, respect and manners?
Have you noticed a disturbing*trend toward incivility
on highways, streets, in offices, stores and public
places where people congregate?
Certain facts are urunistakenly clear. Every hurnan
being is a person. Politeness between people honors ,
people as people. Good manners cost nothing but buys
a lot of happiness and contentment. Good manners is,s,
an excellent tie to bind families and nations together.
In manners as in everything else, mankind should
take a close look at the perfect example in the Man
from Nazareth. Graciousness and gentlenuinliness
were constantly evident. He sloughed off the slights
and insults. His standard of behavior was quite simple.
Mainly, it was just being nice - regardless...







implementation plan, a one-
year plan _shich applies
directly to health goals and
objectives for the purchase
area, does emphasize health
education and prevention and
these areas suggested by
Burnett.
"The objection I have. . ,"
stated Harold Jenks, ad-
ministrator of Lourdes
Hospital in Padui ah, "is that
a plan has been evolved or
developed without enough
input from people who have .
really spent most of their lives
in this (health care) area, and
probably could help a great
deal if they were included in
the developmental stages of




reminding the audience that
"there was at least one
physician on every technical
advisory group involved in
the development of the plan),
and there are about three
groups that, in addition to
physicians, include hospital
administrators' on the panel.
In addition, Judge Miller
said that the "federal act
mandated that more than fifty
per cent of those involved in
developing the Plan be con-
sumers of health services.
Expressing his concern over
all the government rules and
regulations, and studies of the
health care system, Jenks
said that it could lead to the
"close of the free enterprise
system. I am fearful." he said
"of what we are doing to
ourselves."
"The plan has good struc-
ture, and probably a good
effort has been made."
commented Ken Phillips,
director of program planning
evaluation for the Purchase
111
ui a limited series. Patty Duke
Astin won as best lead actress
for -Captains and the Kings."
Burgess Meredith, who
played lawyer Joseph Welsh,
WS named best supporting
actor in a special for "Tail
Gunner Joe" about Sen.
Joseph McCarthy.
Diana Hyland, who died of
cancer this Spring, was named
outstanding supporting
actress in a drama special or
The Boy in the Plastic
Bubble." Her award was
accepted in an emotional
outpouring by John Travolta,
her close friend who played
her son in the movie.
(Continued from Page One)
Regional Mental-Health and
Retardation Board, "but it did
not deal with a lot of the
.specifics of psychiatric care."
Ile stated that it needed
more specific goals and ob-
jectives with respect to
pschiatric care, and that his
staff and regional board would
tend to accept the plan with
the understanding that there
sill be more information
provided about mental health
care.
Judge Miller agreed with
Phillips' comments, and
assured him that "more
specification for mental
health goals and objectives
uould be contained in the final
HSP."
Clarification of several
-points in the 'plan were noted,
and Ms. Harris told the
audience that the technical
advisory group would further
review the document, taking
into consideration all com-
ments and suggestions made
at meetings and through
correspondence before the
final version of the HSP was
approved.
The purpose of the HSP is
not to provide services or
alleviate inadequacies in
health care delivery systems,
- but to set goals and objectives
or this delivery system," a
spokesman pointed out. -The
HSP remains only a written,
document until direct action is
taken by consumers,
providers and policy makers
to actually accomplish stated
priority objectives," he
added.
According to Ms. Harris, the
KHSA-West will accept
written comments on the HSP
up to September 22. and all
comments will be taken into
consideration at the October
14, meeting of the HSA-West.
REED HONORED—Robert Reed, Marshall County, was
recently honored for his services as the first chairman of
the Purchase Subarea Health Council. Presenting the

















WATERMELON BUST — Lambda Chi Alpha, social fraternity at Murray State Univer-
sity, held their fifth annual ''Watermelon Bust" on the campus Friday afternoon. The
festivities were officially opened when a member of the fraternity tossed a water-
melon from the roof of Elizabeth Hall. Over 1,000 people consumed more than 300
watermelons and particpated in the various contests Pictured here are members of
the Alpha Omicron Pi sorority, who won the spirit award Sigma Sigma Sigma was the
overall award winner and Vicki McCormick of Alpha Gamma Delta was named Miss
Watermelon Bust
'Photo by Jennie I. Gordon
Miss America Calls Self 'Ambitious'
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J.
(AP) — The new Miss
America describes herself as
an "ambitious, sincere and
unpretentious" girl who
doesn't cry easily and won't be
afraid to speak her mind.
"When I have something to
say, I'll speak out," said
Susan Yvonne Perkins, 23, of
Columbus, Ohio.
A former full-time aide to
the Ohio Legislature, Miss
Perkins said at the traditional
Sunday morning news
conference that she is a
registered Republican who
could be classified as a
conservative.
The 1976 Miami of Ohio
graduate was asked why she
hadn't broken down in tears,
like so many of her
predecessors have, when
crowned Saturday night.
"I'm a pretty calm person
and I guess I just don't cry
that easily," said Miss
Perkins, who is embarking on
a whirlwind tour of several
major cities.
Tears came to her eyes on
cue, however, when she sang
the blues song, "Good
Morning, Heartache," during
both a preliminary talent
competition she won and for
STOCK MARKET
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, are as follows:
Heublein Inc ' 23% +
McDonalds Corp 411/2 -44
Ponderosa Systems in ale
Kimberly Clark 431/2 +%
Union Carbide 451/2 Ali
W.R. Grace 27% +14
Texaco -27% -%
General Elec. 53% -24
GAF Corp  +%
Georgia Pacific 27% -%
Pfizer Wa
Jim Walters 311 +411
Kirsch 16%
Disney 
Franklin Mint 0½ + %
Prices of stocks of iocal interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger
Times by I. FL &Men Co. are as follows:
Indus. Av. 4.15
Airco 27% -%
Am. Motors 37', unc
Ashland Oil 211,. -%
A. T. & T. 61% +%








Quaker Oats 72% unc
Republic Steel 72% -4
Singer Mfg. 22% -1/2,
Tappan 10% A.
Western Union 10% -4
Zenith Radio 10. unc
the nationally elevised
pageant finale.
"I had to try real hard, but it
worked both times," Miss
Perkins said. "It helps the
listener become emotionally
involved."
After her year as Miss
America, she said she may
study law and enter local
politics with an eye on an
eventual seat in Congress if
her dream of becoming a
professional singer does not
materialize.
As the 50th Miss America,
she wins a $20,000 scholarship
and can expect at least $50,000
in bookings during the next
year.
Miss Perkins said she never
smoked marijuana, but had
reservations about making its
use a crime.
She said she endorses the
Equal Rights Amendment but
also believes women "may be
getting a better-than-equal
chance" in employment.
In addition to her victory in
the talent category, at least
two judges were impressed
with her way with words. Give
life or abortions," said
another.
Murray Band Boosters
To Meet On Tuesday
The Murray Band Boosters
Club will meet Tuesday,
September 13, at 7:30 p.m. at
the band room at Murray High
School. •
Ron Hampton, president,
urged all members and in-
terested persons to attend the
meeting to plan the schedule
for the remainder of the year
and to discuss fund raising











50' discount on pizzas
to all MSU
students

















Includes Fresh Garden Salad, Fresh
Bake Potato and Garlic Bread
410400-40419
S. 
She is tall, dark and strikingly pretty. As
she strides purposefully down the street
she is covered from neck to ankles in a
black cape, and tops off the effect with
silver-framed sunglasses. Passersby turn
and look An actress, perhaps. A top
fashion model. Something.
Yes, something, all right. She is Clamma
Dale, Soprano, and she is coming to
Murray under the auspices of Murray Civic
Music on April 11, 1978. She has already
appeared in many Murray homes via
television.
And now it is Murray's turn to find out
about this 5-foot-10 inch soprano with the
luscious voice and sensual looks, but it will
only be possible with a membership to
Murray Civic Music Association. Call 753-
0711 for an affair to remember.
